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The Carolina Hurricanes’ game schedule has changed again. Here’s what’s what.
By Luke DeCock
The Chicago Blackhawks will leave town a day early. The
Tampa Bay Lightning will arrive at PNC Arena early instead.
The Carolina Hurricanes’ Saturday schedule was shuffled by
the NHL on Friday, hours before what was supposed to be
the first of two games against the Blackhawks and is now a
one-game series.
The Hurricanes will play only the one game against the
Blackhawks on Friday at 7 p.m. and host the Lightning on
Saturday at 7 p.m. instead, the first of what is now four
straight against the Stanley Cup champs. The Hurricanes
were already scheduled to host Tampa Bay on Monday and
travel there for games Wednesday and Thursday.
“Had we known that was the schedule we probably would
have done something a little different,” Hurricanes coach

Rod Brind’Amour said. “Honestly, we’re just preparing for
tonight and (we’ll) worry about tomorrow tomorrow.”
Tampa Bay had games Thursday and Saturday in Dallas
postponed because of the winter weather catastrophe there.
Saturday’s new 7 p.m. game against Tampa was originally
scheduled for March 28. A new date has not been set for
Saturday’s postponed game against the Blackhawks.
All of the games will be broadcast on Fox Sports Carolinas.
The schedule disruption is nothing new for the Hurricanes,
who had four games postponed in January while they were
on a COVID shutdown. Monday’s game against the Lightning
was one of them, originally scheduled for January 26.
“I don’t think it matters too much,” Hurricanes defenseman
Dougie Hamilton said. “Just focus on today and focus on
tomorrow tomorrow. Just worry about tonight’s game and go
day by day. You really can’t do much more than that.”

Niederreiter scores twice as Hurricanes fight past Blackhawks 5-3
By Chip Alexander
There’s no denying it anymore. Whatever Nino Niederreiter
was doing wrong for the Carolina Hurricanes last year, he’s
doing right this year. He’s a different player.
The puck is going in the net. He’s getting some breaks and
working for them. He’s physical. He’s making plays. He fits in
well on a line with Vincent Trocheck and Martin Necas.
Niederreiter had two more goals and added an assist Friday
as the Canes fought past the Chicago Blackhawks 5-3 at
PNC Arena. The winger was the first star in a game where
the Canes (11-3-1) controlled play for much of the 60
minutes and scored three times in the third period.
Trocheck and Necas both scored goals, and it was powerplay goals by Necas and then Niederreiter in the third period
that pushed the Canes ahead 4-2. Jaccob Slavin’s late
empty net goal sealed it, allowing the Canes to look at what
lies ahead: four straight games against the Tampa Bay
Lightning after the NHL postponed a second Canes-Hawks
game set for Saturday and slotted in the Lightning.
Chicago’s Patrick Kane, called by Canes coach Rod
Brind’Amour arguably the best player in the NHL, had a
Patrick Kane moment, scoring on a dazzling spin-o-rama
backhander in the second. Ian Mitchell’s goal in the final
seconds of the second period then made it a 2-2 tie.
But this night belonged to the Canes and Niederreiter, who
scored his eighth and ninth goals of the season -- that after
scoring 11 in 67 games last season. He assisted on
Trocheck’s goal, the eighth for the center.

“He’s getting pucks to go in and last year he couldn’t buy
one,” Brind’Amour told reporters. “When it doesn’t happen, it
snowballs and you kind of fight it versus the opposite. Now
that a few have gone in it snowballs the other way and you
feel like you can’t miss, and that’s kind of what’s happened
here.”
Brind’Amour called it “Sports Psychology 101,” adding, “I
don’t know that he’s playing any differently or anything. I just
feel like the confidence is definitely flowing in him right now.”
Traded to the Canes in January 2019 from Minnesota, he
had an immediate impact and was a big part of Carolina
reaching the 2019 Stanley Cup playoffs. His play was spotty
last season and the production not there.
“When I first got traded, things went very well and then I had
a hiccup year,” he said. “I was definitely not very happy with
the year I had last year. I’m glad to find that jam again and
play the way I am right now.
“When things go your way it’s obviously easier to talk about
it. There was a lot of overthinking and trying to do too much
and wanting to be too good, instead of lay back and just play
you know how to play.”
His first goal Friday came when he took a pass from Slavin
and fired a shot from the left circle, the puck glancing off
Blackhawks defenseman Nikita Zadorov and past goalie
Kevin Lankinen. Necas had a hand in the goal, making a hit
along the wall to free the puck.
When the Canes last played in Hartford Whalers retro
jerseys, Niederreiter scored the first goal. He did it again,
later joking he liked the feel of the uniform as Carolina broke
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out its new reverse retro sweaters, which had more of a gray
hue.

“He’s playing really good, in front of the net, around the net,”
Necas said. “He always creates a little space there.”

Necas scored his power-play goal when his shot hit off
Lankinen, hit the crossbar and the puck bounced up in the
air, then fell into the net as Chicago defenseman Calvin de
Haan tried to swat it away. Neiderreiter’s came on a nifty
centering pass in front from Jesper Fast as Necas also had a
helper.

Not to be overlooked was the third-period play of goalie
James Reimer, who was fighting it at times the first two
periods but made some timely saves in the third. Carl
Soderberg’s late power-play goal came after the Canes had
gone ahead 5-2.
“We had a great game tonight.” Brind’Amour said. “I thought
we could have had 10 goals. We were on it.”

Shuffled schedule leaves tough Tampa task for Hurricanes
By Luke DeCock
On paper, at least, the NHL’s newly constituted Central
Division broke into two tiers going into the season. The
contenders included the Carolina Hurricanes and everyone
else but the Detroit Red Wings and Chicago Blackhawks.
Those two non-playoff teams from the year before were
expected to bring up the rear.
It was reasonable to expect, back in January, that if the
Hurricanes and Tampa Bay Lightning and Dallas Stars and
Columbus Blue Jackets fought each other to a draw, and the
Florida Panthers and Nashville Predators held their own and
made things interesting, the very fine margins at the top of
the division could well be decided by the teams that were
most efficient plucking points off the bottom-dwellers.
Not all of that has gone as planned — the Blackhawks have
been good, the Predators have not — and the Hurricanes
have gone about things all backward anyway. They’ve been
terrific against their top-shelf peers, going 7-1-0 against
Tampa Bay, Dallas and Columbus, and merely adequate
against the presumed also-rans. All of that made the
sequence that began Friday night thanks to some ad hoc
scheduling an unusually interesting one.

This four-game dose of the Bolts wasn’t originally on the
schedule, but that’s how it has been piecemeal rearranged
thanks to the Hurricanes’ COVID pause last month and the
two games the Lightning couldn’t play in Dallas this week
because of the winter weather nightmare there.
Planned or not, it’s an absolutely pivotal stretch of the
schedule, almost like a playoff series in miniature. And by the
time it’s over the Hurricanes will have a much better idea of
where exactly they fit with this new group of division rivals.
Going into it, they fit neatly into a spot near the top thanks to
Friday’s win, a game in which they soundly outplayed the
Blackhawks only to give up two awkward goals at the end of
the second period that let Chicago make a game of it. If
James Reimer was at fault for either, he made up for it with
some stellar work in the third, and Nino Niederreiter scored a
pair of goals to continue his unbelievable run to start the
season.
Under normal circumstances, Niederreiter’s nine goals in 15
games would put him on a 49-goal pace. That’s everything
he was when he arrived in the spring of 2019 (for Victor
Rask, an exchange that continues to boggle the mind) and
everything he wasn’t for much of last season.

The Hurricanes had taken only four of eight available points
off the Red Wings and resurgent Blackhawks, but took care
of business against Chicago with a 5-3 home win Friday.
They would have had another shot at the Blackhawks on
Saturday, but the NHL on Friday — like Don King shuffling
an undercard — decided to send the Blackhawks home early
and bring in the Lightning.

Niederreiter’s hot streak to start the season is one of many
things that has gone right for the Hurricanes, and they’ll need
that to continue in this run against Tampa Bay. There have
been some rough spots over the past few games, whether in
the form of goaltending miscues, bad penalties or sloppy
special teams, and the Hurricanes will pay dearly for any
such weakness against the Lightning.

So instead of hosting Chicago in the second half of a homehome back-to-back — a scenario in which the Hurricanes
would have been heavily favored — they get the Stanley Cup
champions on Saturday instead. And Monday. And again in
Tampa on Wednesday. And again Thursday, in the second
half of a road-road back-to-back that won’t favor their weary
legs and will strain their goaltending depth with Petr Mrazek
still out.

“We’ve got to improve when we play teams like Tampa Bay,”
Niederreiter said. “We have to play 60 minutes straight.”
Such is the impromptu challenge the Hurricanes face a mere
15 games into the season. They’ve done enough so far that
there’s no risk of catastrophe, but the opportunity is there to
send a message to the rest of the division and take control
for good. It wasn’t one they expected to have, but it’s before
them now.
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Niederreiter leads complete effort in Hurricanes 5-3 win over Chicago
The Hurricanes won the third period to 11-3-1 on the season
By Cory Lavalette
The Carolina Hurricanes shook off Thursday’s loss to the
Panthers, dominating the third period to beat Chicago 5-3 on
Friday at PNC Arena on Reverse Retro Whalers Night. Nino
Niederreiter had three points, including two goals, while
linemates Vincent Trocheck and Martin Necas also scored
for Carolina. Jaccob Slavin added an empty-net goal.
Three Thoughts
1. Friday’s win was a top-to-bottom performance from the
Hurricanes, one coach Rod Brind’Amour praised more than
any other this season.
“We had a great game tonight,” he said. “I thought we
could’ve had 10 goals.”
And that just wasn’t because of the performance of a few
players. Jesper Fast, Necas and Slavin — three players who
were on the COVID protocol list earlier this season — had
what was probably their best games of the season, and the
rest of the lineup looked like a well-oiled machine. Getting
Slavin back to full speed is the biggest step of all.
“I feel like it’s kind of better game by game, but I think tonight
was the first night it was all the way there,” Slavin said.
That is surely a relief for Brind’Amour, whose team is now
11-3-1 but really hadn’t put it all together until the 5-3 win.
With Slavin seemingly back to his normal self, that’s one
more thing with which opponents have to deal.
“I thought he was probably the best player on the ice,”
Brind’Amour said.
2. Special teams win games, and that was an issue Carolina
had in previous outings against the Blackhawks. In the two
games in Chicago earlier this month, the Hurricanes failed to
score on five power play opportunities while allowing four
goals on seven Blackhawks power plays.
Friday was different. The Hurricanes were 2-for-4 on the
power play, scoring both in the third period. Necas scored his
second goal of the season early in the period to give
Carolina the lead, and then Niederreiter added an insurance
goal with under five minutes left.
Chicago did score on the power play, but it came with 51
seconds remaining after Slavin’s empty-netter had given
Carolina a three-goal cushion.
“The last time we played them, our penalty kill wasn’t great,”
Slavin said. “And so tonight, we were definitely ready for the
challenge. Our specialty teams is a huge part of this game.

So when our kill is going strong, our power plays going well,
the result you get is a good, solid game all around.”
3. When they needed a save in the third period, James
Reimer was there for the Hurricanes. Reimer (26 saves)
improved to 8-1-0 on the season despite less-than-stellar
surface numbers — a 3.08 goals-against average, .896 save
percentage and at least three goals allowed in his last seven
outings.
But there’s a confidence about the team with him in net, and
Reimer shows it in himself when games are tight. Simply put,
Reimer looks like a better goalie in the third period than he is
in the first two, and the Hurricanes have been good enough
in front of him to get themselves to the final frame either
ahead or in the game.
“When we needed a save in the third, he made a couple real
good ones to just kind of let us relax,” Brind’Amour said.
No one’s calling for Reimer to be a Vezina candidate, nor
suggesting Petr Mrazek shouldn’t get the majority of the
starts once he’s recovered and up to speed, but Reimer’s
done enough to steady the ship in his partner’s absence.
Number To Know
7 — Hurricanes players with at least 10 points through the
team’s 15 games. Trocheck and Staal are first with 15 points
apiece, while Sebastian Aho and Andrei Svechnikov are right
behind with 14 points. Niederreiter (11), Brock McGinn (10)
and Dougie Hamilton (10) round out the list.
Five others are averaging at least a half-point a game,
including Jake Bean — he now has three assists in the last
three games after registering no points in his first three. His
assist on Trocheck’s goal flashed the skill and upside of
Carolina’s long-seasoned 2016 first-round pick.
“His skill set as a D is unbelievable,” said Necas, who played
with Bean on the 2019 Calder Cup-winning AHL team in
Charlotte. “He just needs to build his confidence. As you can
see now in games, he’s making those little plays. He’s
playing well, so hopefully he keeps going.”
They Said It
“Last year, he just couldn’t buy one. And then once that kind
of doesn’t happen, it snowballs. And you kind of fight it.
Versus the opposite — now that a few have gone in, it
snowballs the other way where you just feel like you can’t
miss, and that’s kind of what’s happened here.”
— Brind’Amour on Niederreiter, who had his eighth and ninth
goals of the season Friday
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Plus
Nino Niederreiter, Hurricanes forward — With all the talk of
the seasons Staal and McGinn are having, how about
Niederreiter? After Niederreiter scored just 11 goals a year
ago — the fewest Since his 19-year-old season with the
Islanders in 2011-12 — he’s worthy of the nickname Swiss
(Can’t) Miss.
His two goals Friday give him nine on the season, and he
has goals in four of the last six games.

“I had a hiccup year and definitely didn’t plan to play the way
I did last year, and I’m glad to find that jam again and play
the way I’m doing right now,” Niederreiter said.
Minus
Andrei Svechnikov, Hurricanes forward — Svechnikov’s goal
drought has now hit seven games, and his four-game point
streak was snapped. He also had just one shot on goal, only
the second time this season he hasn’t gotten multiple shots
on net. Svechnikov, however, did have one of the game’s
biggest hits, knocking Philipp Kurashev right off his feet in
the second period.

Recap: Niederreiter Scores Two as Canes Top Blackhawks
Niederreiter records 300th career NHL point, leads team in
goals

was the difference-maker tonight. It was a good team effort
for pretty much the full 60 minutes."

By Michael Smith

Fist Bumps

The Carolina Hurricanes extended their point streak to five
games in a 5-3 win against the Chicago Blackhawks.

Nino Niederreiter

Nino Niederreiter tallied a pair of goals, including what would
be the game-winner on the power play, and his 300th career
NHL point in the victory.
The Difference
The Canes had played a solid game - their game - but in a
span of three minutes and 10 seconds late in the second
period, they saw their 2-0 lead evaporate into a tied game.
Flashbacks to losing a 2-0 lead against Florida on
Wednesday, right?

In just 15 games, Niederreiter is two goals shy of equaling
his goal total from 67 games last season, a "hiccup" season,
as Niederreiter called it.
"Last year there was a lot of overthinking and trying to do too
much," he said. "I'm glad to find that jam again and play the
way I am right now."
Goal scoring is funny like that. You get a few, and it
snowballs one way. You don't get a few, and it snowballs the
other. Niederreiter is building himself quite the snowman with
a team-leading nine goals.

Not only that, but just prior, the Canes came within inches of
making it a 3-0 game twice in a 40-second span, as Martin
Necas and Jaccob Slavin hammered the post. That second
miss then led to a Patrick Kane spin-o-rama backhand goal
at the other end, a tough bounce soon after an otherwise
threatening power play. Then, with 10.5 seconds left in the
second period, Ian Mitchell stepped up and rifled a shot past
James Reimer on a delayed penalty sequence to tie the
game at two.

"He's getting pucks to go in. Last year, he just couldn't buy
one," head coach Rod Brind'Amour said. "The confidence is
definitely flowing in him right now."

That could have been a momentum-shifter, but the Canes
didn't come off their game in the third period. They continued
to take it to the Blackhawks and netted a pair of power play
goals to reclaim their advantage. Slavin then found the
empty net from 147 feet away to seal the Canes' win.

In the third period, Niederreiter helped grow the Canes' lead
with a power-play marker, finishing off a deft one-touch pass
from Jesper Fast in the slot.

"We played a pretty good second period. We had our
chances. Just a couple unlucky breaks at the end. Roddy
just came in and said, 'Keep doing it the right way,'" Slavin
said. "Our power play came up huge in the third period. That

Niederreiter got the Canes on the board first not too long
after their killed their first penalty of the game late in the
opening frame. Niederreiter let go of a laser wrist shot that
caromed in off the shinpad of Nikita Zadorov.
He's getting those sorts of bounces this season.

"Nino has been playing great," Necas said. "He's been on
the scoresheet a lot. He's playing really good in front of the
net and around the net."
Martin Necas
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Necas was officially on the scoresheet with a goal and an
assist, but his aggressive forecheck led to Niederreiter's first
goal, a play that didn't get tangibly recognized.

6: With his goal in the second period, Trocheck extended his
point streak to six games (3g, 5a), the longest point streak by
a Canes player this season.

Necas provided solid first-man pressure on the puck, forcing
former Hurricane Calvin de Haan to cough up the puck. The
Canes then won a board battle to claim the possession, and
skill (and a little luck with the bounce in front) took over from
there.

8: Reimer made 26 saves to win his eighth game of the
season.

"He's definitely matured in his game. He's really becoming
very noticeable," Brind'Amour said. "His speed is an asset. I
think his confidence has just really grown, and you can see it
in the way he's playing. He's been really solid."
Necas netted a power-play goal 2:28 into the third period to
reclaim the Canes' advantage. Kevin Lankinen made the
initial save on Necas' wrist shot, but the puck floated into the
air, bounced off the crossbar and then pinballed in off de
Haan.
Jake Bean
Bean has established himself in the Canes' lineup with three
points (3a) in his last three games, and he deserves fist
bumps tonight if for no other reason than this backhand pass
to Vincent Trocheck for the tally in the second period.
"I'm really happy for him," Necas said of Bean. "His skill set
as a D is unbelievable. He just needs to build his confidence,
and as you can see now, he's making those little plays and
playing well.
Stats Pack

You Be the Judge
Brett Pesce was hauled down in the neutral zone with open
ice in front of him.
The officials assessed a tripping minor to Adam Boqvist
instead of awarding Pesce the penalty shot. In practice,
Pesce has made a habit of smoking slapshots by
goaltenders in this very situation - and who wouldn't have
wanted to see that? - but the Canes scored on the ensuing
power play, anyway.
Quote of the Night
"We had a great game tonight. I thought we could have had
10 goals. We were on it, and I didn't think we gave up a ton."
- Rod Brind'Amour
Up Next
What was a back-to-back against the Blackhawks is now a
back-to-back against Chicago and Tampa Bay, who the
Canes face in four straight games beginning on Saturday
night.
"They're a great team, so we've just got to dig in," Slavin
said, shovel in hand. "It's going to be an important four
games."

300: With the secondary assist on Trocheck's goal in the
second period, Niederreiter notched the 300th point of his
NHL career (145g, 155a).

Preview: Lightning vs. Hurricanes
Canes face defending champs four games in a row
By Michael Smith
The Carolina Hurricanes close out a back-to-back set by
hosting the Tampa Bay Lightning, the first of four
consecutive match-ups against the defending Stanley Cup
champions.
The Match-Up
Tampa Bay Lightning (10-3-1, 21 points) vs. Carolina
Hurricanes (11-3-1, 23 points)
Saturday, Feb. 20, 7 p.m.
Watch: FOX Sports Carolinas, FOX Sports GO
Listen: 99.9 FM The Fan, Hurricanes.com/Listen, Hurricanes
app
Tracking the Storylines
Playoffs in February: A last-minute scheduling shuffle swaps
out Saturday's original opponent, the Chicago Blackhawks,
for the Tampa Bay Lightning. Beginning with games in
Raleigh on Saturday and Monday followed by a back-to-back
in Tampa, the Canes are now slated to face the defending

Stanley Cup champions four games in a row, a little miniplayoff series in late February between two of the top teams
in the Central Division.
"They're a great team, so we've just got to dig in," Jaccob
Slavin said. "It's going to be an important four games."
Staying Hot: The Canes extended their point streak to five
games (4-0-1) and improved to 5-0-1 at home with a 5-3 win
over the Chicago Blackhawks on Friday night. Nino
Niederreiter netted two goals and added an assist, which
marked his 300th career NHL assist. The Canes broke a 2-2
tie open in the third period with two power-play goals, and
James Reimer made 26 saves to win his eighth game of the
season.
The Opposition
Last five games: 3-2-0, 6 points
On the road: 4-2-1, 9 points
CAR vs. TB: 1-0-0
Leading scorer: Brayden Point, 16 points (6g, 10a) in 14
games
A historic winter storm in Dallas postponed the Lightning's
two-game set with the Stars, a rematch of the 2020 Stanley
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Cup Final, that was supposed to take place on Thursday and
Saturday. The Bolts have been dle since Monday, when they
lost their second of three games to the Florida Panthers,
prompting the schedule shuffle that now brings them to
Raleigh for the beginning of a four-game set against the
Canes.
The Last Meeting
Coming off a weeklong COVID-19-related shutdown early in
the season, the still-shorthanded Canes drew the defending

Stanley Cup champions in their first game back. Petr Mrazek
made 32 saves in his second shutout of the season and
Martin Necas netted the deciding goal in overtime, as the
Canes grinded out a 1-0 win in their home opener.
"That is how it's supposed to look. It doesn't really matter
who goes in," Brind'Amour said. "Now, there are times when
the talent has to take over, but I felt like tonight it looked
right. The effort was certainly there."

Lightning-Hurricanes game rescheduled to Saturday
Tampa Bay-Dallas that day had been postponed; CarolinaChicago to be moved
The Tampa Bay Lightning will play at the Carolina
Hurricanes on Saturday (7 p.m. ET; FS-CR, SUN, NHL.TV)
in a game that originally was scheduled for March 28.
The other schedule change announced by the NHL on Friday
has the game between the Chicago Blackhawks and
Hurricanes, originally scheduled for Saturday, rescheduled to
a date to be announced.
"We found out last night," Lightning coach Jon Cooper said
Friday. "Like I said, we had contingency plans for all of this. It
doesn't really matter who you're playing. It's just what night
you're playing them."

The Lightning were scheduled to play at the Dallas Stars on
Saturday, but that game, and their game at Dallas on Feb.
18, were postponed because of the severe winter weather in
Texas.
"I think we've become used to the schedule changing and
becoming adaptable to that," Lightning forward Barclay
Goodrow said. "Every team is going through it, so it's kind of
the way this year is going to go. We know it's probably going
to change again one more or two more or three more times.
We'll be ready to play whenever the games are scheduled
and go from there."
Tampa Bay has not played since a 6-4 loss to the Florida
Panthers on Monday.

The Blackhawks and Hurricanes will play at PNC Arena in
Raleigh, North Carolina on Friday (7 p.m. ET; NHLN, FSCR, NBCSCH, NHL.TV).

Saturday is the first of four games in six days scheduled
between the Lightning and Hurricanes. They will play at
Carolina on Monday and at Tampa Bay on Wednesday and
Thursday.

"Had we known that was the schedule we might have done
something a little different," Carolina coach Rod Brind'Amour
said. "But honestly, we're just preparing for tonight and worry
about tomorrow, tomorrow."

"It's a playoff series type season, that's the way it is,"
Goodrow said. "We'll be pretty familiar with each other in a
week."
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Hurricanes extend point streak with victory against Blackhawks
Niederreiter has two goals, assist for Carolina, which is 4-0-1
in past five games
By Kurt Dusterberg
RALIEGH, N.C. -- Nino Niederreiter had two goals and an
assist for the Carolina Hurricanes in a 5-3 win against the
Chicago Blackhawks at PNC Arena on Friday.
Martin Necas and Jaccob Slavin each had a goal and an
assist for the Hurricanes (11-3-1), who are 4-0-1 in their past
five games. James Reimer made 26 saves.
"We had a great game tonight," Carolina coach Rod
Brind'Amour said. "I thought we could have had 10 goals.
We were on it, and I don't think we gave up a ton. They're
such a dynamic team, where they can all of a sudden out of
nothing spring something. James had to make some big
saves."
Patrick Kane had a goal and two assists for the Blackhawks
(9-6-4), who had won three in a row. Kevin Lankinen made
33 saves.
"It was a big challenge, they're a really good team," Chicago
coach Jeremy Colliton said. "They probably were better than
us the first two periods, but I thought we hung in there,
showed some resiliency to stay in the game, and gave
ourselves a chance to make a couple of plays to be in a tie
game."
The Hurricanes scored the first two of their three third-period
goals on the power play.
Necas put Carolina ahead 3-2 at 2:28. Lankinen got a glove
on the shot by Necas, but the rebound deflected high in the
air and went in off defenseman Calvin de Haan's back.
"I think [Necas'] confidence has really grown, and you can
see it in the way he's playing," Brind'Amour said. "He's been
really solid."
Niederreiter drove the net and scored off a backhand touch
pass from Jesper Fast to make it 4-2 at 15:04. He leads the
Hurricanes with nine goals after scoring 11 in 67 games last
season.
"Last year, there was a lot of overthinking and trying to do
too much instead of laying back and playing the way you
want to play," Niederreiter said. "I'm glad to find that jam
again."
Colliton said three penalties by the Blackhawks in the third
period were their downfall.

"In the third period, we just didn't quite reach their level," he
said. "They were just stronger on the puck, they were
stronger in battles, more clean with their puck plays, and it
kind of led to a bunch of penalties for us. When you don't
clear the puck on the penalty kill, you really make it hard on
yourself, and they have two really dangerous units."
Slavin scored into an empty net at 16:46 to make it 5-2. It
was his first goal of the season.
Carl Soderberg scored on a deflection of a Kane shot on the
power play with 51 seconds remaining for the 5-3 final.
Niederreiter put the Hurricanes up 1-0 at 15:22 of the first
period when he took a pass from Slavin and scored on a
wrist shot that deflected off defenseman Nikita Zadorov's leg.
Vincent Trocheck made it 2-0 at 4:03 of the second period
with a one-timer from the slot off a backhand pass from Jake
Bean. Niederreiter got his 300th NHL point with an assist.
"Our line is working," Necas said. "It seems like we've got
that chemistry. [Niederreiter] is a great player around the net.
[Trocheck] is a good center. He plays in both ends and also
making plays and scoring goals."
Kane scored at 16:39 to make it 2-1. Skating in 1-on-1
against defenseman Brett Pesce, Kane made a spin move in
the right face-off circle and lifted a backhand inside the left
post.
"I saw I had a little space and their guy was on my left
shoulder, so I thought it was a good chance to try the spin-orama," Kane said. "I missed my shot a little bit. I was trying to
go high blocker (side), and it went through the seven-hole.
But always good to see those go in. That was a big goal for
us too, especially down 2-0 to make it 2-1. We got a little life
off that."
Ian Mitchell scored with a wrist shot from the high slot on a
delayed penalty to tie it 2-2 with 11 seconds remaining in the
period.
NOTES: Kane has eight points (three goals, five assists) in
three games against the Hurricanes this season. ... Trocheck
has three goals and five assists during a six-game point
streak. … Reimer won his fourth straight start to improve to
8-1-0. … Niederreiter has 301 points (146 goals, 155 assists)
in 616 games with the Hurricanes, Minnesota Wild and New
York Islanders.
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Hurricanes debut incredible Whalers Reverse Retro jerseys from adidas
Nostalgia reigns supreme with Carolina sporting sweaters
that created preseason buzz

featured a gray sweater with the iconic blue and green logo
paired with green pants.

By Dan O'Leary

It is, seemingly unanimously, a great look.

The Carolina Hurricanes wore their adidas Reverse Retro
jerseys on Friday and they had a penty familiar look about
them.

Goalie James Reimer even got a custom mask to go along
with the Whalers look.

Of all the eye-catching new designs for this season, perhaps
none got more attention than the Hurricanes, who went with
the full-on Hartford Whalers look. The Hurricanes were the
Whalers until 1997.

After the victory, the Hurricanes shared a unique A capella
version of of "Brass Bonanza."
The video of the classic goal song was originally shared by
the Connecticut Whale of the National Women's Hockey
League.

And while the Hurricanes have worn throwbacks before in
tribute to their past, this season's version of the reverse retro

Niederreiter, Hurricanes pull away to beat Blackhawks 5-3
By Aaron Beard
RALEIGH, N.C. (AP) — Nino Niederreiter has moved past
the overthinking that plagued what he calls a “hiccup” year
for the Carolina Hurricanes. It’s no coincidence he keeps
finding the back of the net.
Niederreiter had two goals and an assist to help the
Hurricanes cool off the Chicago Blackhawks with a 5-3
victory Friday, continuing the 28-year-old winger’s
resurgence.
He now has nine goals in 15 games after managing just 11 in
67 games last season.
“I definitely didn’t plan to play the way I did last year,”
Niederreiter said, “glad to find that jam again and play the
way I’m doing right now.”
Before last year, he had thrived following his January 2019
trade from Minnesota, scoring 14 goals in 36 regular-season
games for a team that ultimately reached the Eastern
Conference finals.
“Last year he just couldn’t buy one,” Carolina coach Rod
Brind’Amour said. “That snowballs and you kind of fight it.
Versus the opposite now, that a few have gone in and it
snowballs the other way where you just feel like you can’t
miss.”
Niederreiter capped his big night by scoring on the power
play 15:04 into the third period. That made it 4-2, putting the
Hurricanes in control after they blew a two-goal lead late in
the second.
Martin Necas scored the go-ahead goal early in the third on
the power play. Vincent Trocheck and Jaccob Slavin also
found the net — with Slavin scoring on a long empty-netter
with 3:14 left. James Reimer had 26 saves.

Patrick Kane had a spectacular goal and two assists for the
Blackhawks, and Ian Mitchell scored in the final seconds
before the second intermission. Chicago’s other goal came
from Carl Soderberg in the game’s final minute. Lankinen
had 33 saves.
The Blackhawks had won three in a row and six of seven.
“I thought we hung in there and showed some resiliency to
stay in the game and give ourselves a chance to make a
couple plays to be in a tie game,” coach Jeremy Colliton
said. “I thought the third period we would just didn’t quite
reach their level.”
WHAT A PLAY
Kane gave the Blackhawks a huge jolt with his secondperiod goal.
After a Carolina shot clanged off the post, Chicago’s Alex
DeBrincat deflected the puck ahead to Kane on the right
side. With defenseman Brett Pesce nearby, Kane spun left
and backhanded the puck under Reimer’s arm for career
goal No. 397.
“I saw I had a little space and (Pesce) was on my left
shoulder so I thought it was a good chance to maybe try the
spin-o-rama,” Kane said, adding: “It’s always good to see
those go in. It was a big goal for us, too.”
RETRO NIGHT
The Hurricanes had a retro look for this one with gray, green
and blue uniforms invoking their former identity as the
Hartford Whalers. They also broke out the Whalers’ famed
“Brass Bonanza” theme song for goals.
The Whalers played in the NHL from the 1979-80 season to
1996-97 before relocating to North Carolina, starting with a
two-year stay in Greensboro before completion of their home
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arena in Raleigh where the franchise won its only Stanley
Cup in 2006.

Instead, the league moved up Tampa Bay’s March 28 visit to
Carolina in a replacement matchup for the Hurricanes.

This was the fourth time Carolina has worn Whalers uniforms
since the move.

UP NEXT

SCHEDULE CHANGE
The Hurricanes and Blackhawks were due to meet Saturday
in the second half of a two-game set, but the NHL
announced a schedule revision Friday morning that pushed
that meeting to a to-be-determined later date.

Blackhawks: With Saturday’s game at Carolina postponed,
the Blackhawks continue what is now a five-game road trip
with the first of two straight games at Columbus on Tuesday.
Hurricanes: Carolina plays the first of four straight games
against Tampa Bay on Saturday, followed by a second home
matchup Monday that closes a five-game homestead and
then two road games against the Lightning next week.

Niederreiter scores twice, Canes down Blackhawks
The Hurricanes’ forward line of Nino Niederreiter, Vincent
Trocheck and Martin Necas combined for four goals and six
points in an impressive win.

With under five minutes to go, Niederreiter put the game
effectively on ice with his second goal of the game, tapping
in a slick feed from Jesper Fast.

By Andrew Schnittker

Slavin finished out the Canes’ scoring with a long-distance
empty netter to make it a 5-2 game. Carl Soderberg made it
a 5-3 game with under a minute left on a Chicago power
play, but it was a case of too little too late.

Needing a bounce-back win Friday night at PNC Arena, the
Carolina Hurricanes got exactly that, extending their point
streak to five games with a 5-3 win over the Chicago
Blackhawks thanks to three third-period goals.
Nino Niederreiter scored twice, his team-leading eighth and
ninth goals of the season, and added an assist, and Martin
Necas and Jaccob Slavin each chipped in a goal and an
assist. Vincent Trocheck also scored for Carolina.
James Reimer started shaky but finished strong in net,
stopping 26 of 29 Chicago shots, including blank of blank in
a third period in which he did not allow a goal until the final
minute with the Canes up by three.
After the debacle in the loss in Chicago earlier this month,
the Canes’ special teams made a difference tonight, with the
power play scoring twice in the third period and the Canes
holding Chicago scoreless on its first three power plays, only
allowing a conversion with the game comfortably in hand.
Wearing their new reverse retros for the first time this year,
the Canes got it done with a whale of a third period.
Following a rough end to the second period that saw
Chicago score twice and wipe out a 2-0 Hurricanes lead, the
Canes scored three unanswered in the final frame.
The Canes wasted little time re-claiming the lead with an
early-period man advantage, as Necas let a shot go from the
top of the left circle that deflected in off former Hurricane
Calvin de Haan to make it 3-2.

Directly after a successful penalty kill, the Canes jumped in
front late in the period, as Niederreiter took a pass from
Slavin at the right circle and snapped a shot past Kevin
Lankinen that deflected off Nikita Zadorov’s stick and in for
his eighth goal of the season.
Early in the second period, Jake Bean took a cross-ice pass
from Niederreiter and slid a perfect backhand dish to
Trocheck in the slot, who buried it for his eighth of the year to
make it 2-0.
Niederreiter’s assist on Trocheck’s tally gave him 300 career
NHL points.
The Canes had ample chances to add to their lead late in the
second, with Necas blasting a power-play one-timer off the
post, and Slavin hitting the Canes’ third post of the period
shortly after. The middle frame ended in disaster, however,
with the Blackhawks scoring twice in the last four minutes.
Directly after the Slavin post, the Hawks took it the other
way, and Patrick Kane beat Reimer with a spinning
backhand to make it a 2-1 game. Chicago tied the game on a
delayed penalty with 11 seconds left in the period, as Ian
Mitchell beat Reimer from between the tops of the circles
through traffic.
Other than the lapses late in the second, however, the
Canes played a strong overall game to improve to 11-3-1,
setting the table for a set of four straight against the Tampa
Bay Lightning.
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They said it: Brind’Amour, Niederreiter, Necas, Slavin on win over Chicago
Rod Brind’Amour, Nino Niederreiter, Martin Necas and
Jaccob Slavin spoke to the media following a 5-3 win over
Chicago.
By Andrew Schnittker
Thanks to big nights from Nino Niederreiter, Jaccob Slavin,
Martin Necas and others, the Hurricanes picked up a 5-3 win
over the Chicago Blackhawks at PNC Arena Friday night.
Necas, Niederreiter, Slavin and Brind’Amour spoke to the
media after the win, here’s a full breakdown of everything
they had to say:
Rod Brind’Amour
On Martin Necas: He’s definitely matured in his game. I think
he’s becoming very noticeable on other things other than
when he has the puck. His speed is an asset. I think his
confidence has really grown, and you can kind of see it in the
way he’s playing. He’s been really solid.
On Nino Niederreiter: He’s getting pucks to go in. Last year,
he just couldn’t buy one. Once that doesn’t happen, it
snowballs and you kind of fight it, vs. the opposite now,
where a few have gone in, and it snowballs the other way,
where you just feel like you can’t miss. That’s kind of what’s
happened here. I don’t know that he’s playing any differently
or anything, I just feel like the confidence is definitely flowing
in him right now.
On Niederreiter ‘overthinking it’: That’s an interesting thing. I
think that’s sports psychology 101 right there. Everyone
knows it. You know when you’re not scoring, ‘No, I can’t
press,’ but you just do. And then it doesn’t help. I think he’s
just in a good place where he’s feeling good about himself.
That’s the way you want everyone to feel, because that’s
when you play your best. Unfortunately when you don’t
score, you press. That’s just the nature of it.
On James Reimer: When we needed a save in the third, he
made a couple real good ones to let us relax. We had a great
game tonight. I thought we could have had 10 goals. We
were on it, and I didn’t think we gave up a ton. But they’re
such a dynamic team, where they just seem to all of the
sudden spring something out of nothing and James had to
make some big saves. Any win you look at, your goaltending
basically has to do that.
On Jesper Fast on the power play: He’s on the power play
now for the last couple games on that unit. Really, just to do
what you just saw. He factored in on it by being down at the
goal line, made a nice little play on the one and was
obviously involved in being in traffic on the other one. Good
to see him contribute there for sure.
On Jaccob Slavin: I thought he was probably the best player
on the ice. He logged a ton of minutes against, I think,
arguably the best player in the game right now in Patrick
Kane. He is so dynamic with the puck. He’s a handful, and
Jaccob logged a lot of minutes against him tonight.
Nino Niederreiter
On if his hot start to the season is a relief to him after last
year: Yeah, absolutely. Obviously, when I first got traded

here things went very well. Last year, I had a hiccup year
and definitely didn’t plan to play the way I did last year. I’m
glad to find my jam again and play the way I am playing right
now..
On how important this bounceback win was: That was
definitely huge. To lose the game against Florida, we weren’t
very pleased. We were up 2-0 and gave it out of our hands.
Then the same tonight again. We went up again. We played
a pretty solid game tonight, but overall I think there were still
some areas where we’ve got to improve to make sure that
when we play teams like Tampa Bay or other teams that we
are sharp 60 minutes straight.
On if he’s ever been to Hartford and if he’s going to ask the
team to switch to Whalers jerseys permanently: I actually
followed them way back. You obviously see some video and
tape from back in the day. Obviously coming in today and
looking at the jerseys, they just look fantastic. It’s always fun
playing in a uniform like that with a lot of history. But at the
end of the day we are the Carolina Hurricanes now, and I’m
glad to be that way.
On what it means to “find his jam again”: If things go your
way, it’s always easy to talk about it. Last year there was a
lot of overthinking and trying to do too much. I wanted to be
too good instead of just laid back and playing the way you
want to play and allowed to play. If things go that way, then
it’s obviously a lot easier to talk about it. But I was definitely
not very happy or pleased with the year I had last year.
Martin Necas
On if he’s been trying to ramp up his physicality recently: I
mean, not recently. Sometimes you’ve got to play physically
as well. It’s part of the game. I think I’ve started doing that
since the start of this season. Maybe you guys see that a
little different, but I’m trying to play a little more physically
when I can.
On sticking with the power play: The special teams always
make a difference in the game. Just like you said, we had a
few good looks in the second period at the end. We are just
trying to get the pucks in the net. If there’s a play then make
the play. But yeah, we just had a good screen in front of net
on the first one and on the second one it was a great little
play from [Jesper Fast] to Nino.
On seeing Jake Bean, who he played with in Charlotte,
succeed in the NHL: I’m really happy for him. I played with
him all that season. I always knew that he’s a great guy and
even better player on the ice. His skill set as a D is
unbelievable. He’s building his confidence, as you can see
now in the games. He’s making those little plays. He’s
playing well. Hopefully, he keeps going. Like I said, I’m just
really happy for him.
On how noticeable the improvement in Niederreiter’s game
has been this year: Nino has been playing great. How many
goals does he have? Nine, 10 maybe. He’s been scoring.
He’s been on the scoresheet a lot. He’s playing really good
in front of the net, around the net. He always creates a little
space there. He gets every rebound. He’s really good at that.
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I’m really happy that it’s working so far for our line and that
we are contributing.
Jaccob Slavin
On if he feels like he’s getting his wind and legs back after
his COVID pause: Yeah. After the Chicago series it started to
get better, a couple weeks ago. Ever since then I feel like it’s
kind of been getting better game by game, but I think tonight
was the first night where it was all the way there, back to the
way guys may be able to play. And it’s just playing hard
every shift.
On what was said after the second period and on what the
team did right to close this one out with a win: We played a
pretty good second period. We had our chances, just a
couple unlucky breaks there at the end. [Brind’Amour] just
came in and said ‘keep doing it the right way.’ Obviously our
power play came up huge there in the third period. That was
the difference maker tonight. But it was a good team effort
for pretty much the whole 60 minutes.
On the schedule change and having to play Tampa Bay four
straight games: Obviously they are a great team. We’ve got
to dig in. This is going to be an important four games.
Obviously every game this year is important, but especially

when you’re playing a team of that caliber four games in a
row. We’ve just got to make sure that we are dialed in every
night and be ready for the task and just continue to play
similar to the way we played tonight. And just getting better
as a team every night.
On Chicago liking to fly the zone and on what adjustment’s
Carolina had to make to handle that: Their forwards are
skilled. Like you said, they do like to fly the zone. We’ve just
got to make sure that we are staying above them. Our
forwards did a great job tonight hemming their D in the zone
and not letting them have the time to make those long
passes. You saw a lot of turnovers tonight because of our
forwards, so that’s huge. That’s a great way to not let them
have them and keeping their offense from getting the way
they want to play.
On if the penalty kill took the game as a challenge to not let
Chicago’s power play dictate the game: Yeah, definitely.
Obviously last time we played them our penalty kill wasn’t
great. So tonight we were definitely ready for the challenge.
Special teams is a huge part of this game, so when our kill is
going strong and our power play is going well that’s the result
you get; a good, solid game all around.

TODAY’S LINKS
https://www.newsobserver.com/sports/nhl/carolina-hurricanes/article249369115.html
https://www.newsobserver.com/sports/nhl/carolina-hurricanes/article249378800.html
https://www.newsobserver.com/sports/spt-columns-blogs/luke-decock/article249389005.html
https://nsjonline.com/article/2021/02/niederreiter-leads-complete-effort-in-hurricanes-5-3-win-over-chicago/
https://www.nhl.com/hurricanes/news/recap-nino-niederreiter-scores-two-canes-top-blackhawks/c-321581714
https://www.nhl.com/hurricanes/news/gameday-preview-tampa-bay-lightning-carolina-hurricanes/c-321590582
https://www.nhl.com/news/nhl-regular-season-schedule-update/c-321562854
https://www.nhl.com/news/chicago-blackhawks-carolina-hurricanes-game-recap/c-321263128
https://www.nhl.com/news/hurricanes-debut-whalers-reverse-retro-jerseys/c-321594100
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https://www.canescountry.com/2021/2/19/22292268/carolina-hurricanes-chicago-blackhawks-nino-niederreiter-vincent-trocheck-martin-necas
https://www.canescountry.com/2021/2/19/22292347/carolina-hurricanes-chicago-blackhawks-rod-brindamour-martin-necas-jaccob-slavin-ninoniederreiter
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Shuffled schedule leaves tough Tampa task for Hurricanes

BY LUKE DECOCK

FEBRUARY 19, 2021 10:26 PM,

On paper, at least, the NHL’s newly constituted Central Division broke
into two tiers going into the season. The contenders included the
Carolina Hurricanes and everyone else but the Detroit Red Wings and
Chicago Blackhawks. Those two non-playoff teams from the year before
were expected to bring up the rear.
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It was reasonable to expect, back in January, that if the Hurricanes and
Tampa Bay Lightning and Dallas Stars and Columbus Blue Jackets
fought each other to a draw, and the Florida Panthers and Nashville
Predators held their own and made things interesting, the very fine
margins at the top of the division could well be decided by the teams that
were most efficient plucking points off the bottom-dwellers.
Not all of that has gone as planned — the Blackhawks have been good,
the Predators have not — and the Hurricanes have gone about things all
backward anyway. They’ve been terrific against their top-shelf peers,
going 7-1-0 against Tampa Bay, Dallas and Columbus, and merely
adequate against the presumed also-rans. All of that made the sequence
that began Friday night thanks to some ad hoc scheduling an unusually
interesting one.
The Hurricanes had taken only four of eight available points off the Red
Wings and resurgent Blackhawks, but took care of business against
Chicago with a 5-3 home win Friday. They would have had another shot
at the Blackhawks on Saturday, but the NHL on Friday — like Don King
shuffling an undercard — decided to send the Blackhawks home early
and bring in the Lightning.
So instead of hosting Chicago in the second half of a home-home backto-back — a scenario in which the Hurricanes would have been heavily
favored — they get the Stanley Cup champions on Saturday instead. And
Monday. And again in Tampa on Wednesday. And again Thursday, in
the second half of a road-road back-to-back that won’t favor their weary
legs and will strain their goaltending depth with Petr Mrazek still out.
This four-game dose of the Bolts wasn’t originally on the schedule, but
that’s how it has been piecemeal rearranged thanks to the Hurricanes’
COVID pause last month and the two games the Lightning couldn’t play
in Dallas this week because of the winter weather nightmare there.
Planned or not, it’s an absolutely pivotal stretch of the schedule, almost
like a playoff series in miniature. And by the time it’s over the Hurricanes
will have a much better idea of where exactly they fit with this new group
of division rivals.
Going into it, they fit neatly into a spot near the top thanks to Friday’s win,
a game in which they soundly outplayed the Blackhawks only to give up
two awkward goals at the end of the second period that let Chicago make
a game of it. If James Reimer was at fault for either, he made up for it
with some stellar work in the third, and Nino Niederreiter scored a pair of
goals to continue his unbelievable run to start the season.

BY CHIP ALEXANDER
FEBRUARY 19, 2021 06:41 PM,

There’s no denying it anymore. Whatever Nino Niederreiter was doing
wrong for the Carolina Hurricanes last year, he’s doing right this year.
He’s a different player.
The puck is going in the net. He’s getting some breaks and working for
them. He’s physical. He’s making plays. He fits in well on a line with
Vincent Trocheck and Martin Necas.
Niederreiter had two more goals and added an assist Friday as the
Canes fought past the Chicago Blackhawks 5-3 at PNC Arena. The
winger was the first star in a game where the Canes (11-3-1) controlled
play for much of the 60 minutes and scored three times in the third
period.
Trocheck and Necas both scored goals, and it was power-play goals by
Necas and then Niederreiter in the third period that pushed the Canes
ahead 4-2. Jaccob Slavin’s late empty net goal sealed it, allowing the
Canes to look at what lies ahead: four straight games against the Tampa
Bay Lightning after the NHL postponed a second Canes-Hawks game set
for Saturday and slotted in the Lightning.
Chicago’s Patrick Kane, called by Canes coach Rod Brind’Amour
arguably the best player in the NHL, had a Patrick Kane moment, scoring
on a dazzling spin-o-rama backhander in the second. Ian Mitchell’s goal
in the final seconds of the second period then made it a 2-2 tie.
But this night belonged to the Canes and Niederreiter, who scored his
eighth and ninth goals of the season -- that after scoring 11 in 67 games
last season. He assisted on Trocheck’s goal, the eighth for the center.
“He’s getting pucks to go in and last year he couldn’t buy one,”
Brind’Amour told reporters. “When it doesn’t happen, it snowballs and
you kind of fight it versus the opposite. Now that a few have gone in it
snowballs the other way and you feel like you can’t miss, and that’s kind
of what’s happened here.”
Brind’Amour called it “Sports Psychology 101,” adding, “I don’t know that
he’s playing any differently or anything. I just feel like the confidence is
definitely flowing in him right now.”

Under normal circumstances, Niederreiter’s nine goals in 15 games
would put him on a 49-goal pace. That’s everything he was when he
arrived in the spring of 2019 (for Victor Rask, an exchange that continues
to boggle the mind) and everything he wasn’t for much of last season.

Traded to the Canes in January 2019 from Minnesota, he had an
immediate impact and was a big part of Carolina reaching the 2019
Stanley Cup playoffs. His play was spotty last season and the production
not there.

Niederreiter’s hot streak to start the season is one of many things that
has gone right for the Hurricanes, and they’ll need that to continue in this
run against Tampa Bay. There have been some rough spots over the
past few games, whether in the form of goaltending miscues, bad
penalties or sloppy special teams, and the Hurricanes will pay dearly for
any such weakness against the Lightning.

“When I first got traded, things went very well and then I had a hiccup
year,” he said. “I was definitely not very happy with the year I had last
year. I’m glad to find that jam again and play the way I am right now.

“We’ve got to improve when we play teams like Tampa Bay,” Niederreiter
said. “We have to play 60 minutes straight.”
Such is the impromptu challenge the Hurricanes face a mere 15 games
into the season. They’ve done enough so far that there’s no risk of
catastrophe, but the opportunity is there to send a message to the rest of
the division and take control for good. It wasn’t one they expected to
have, but it’s before them now.
News Observer LOADED: 02.20.2021
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Niederreiter scores twice as Hurricanes fight past Blackhawks 5-3

“When things go your way it’s obviously easier to talk about it. There was
a lot of overthinking and trying to do too much and wanting to be too
good, instead of lay back and just play you know how to play.”
His first goal Friday came when he took a pass from Slavin and fired a
shot from the left circle, the puck glancing off Blackhawks defenseman
Nikita Zadorov and past goalie Kevin Lankinen. Necas had a hand in the
goal, making a hit along the wall to free the puck.
When the Canes last played in Hartford Whalers retro jerseys,
Niederreiter scored the first goal. He did it again, later joking he liked the
feel of the uniform as Carolina broke out its new reverse retro sweaters,
which had more of a gray hue.
Necas scored his power-play goal when his shot hit off Lankinen, hit the
crossbar and the puck bounced up in the air, then fell into the net as
Chicago defenseman Calvin de Haan tried to swat it away. Neiderreiter’s
came on a nifty centering pass in front from Jesper Fast as Necas also
had a helper.
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“He’s playing really good, in front of the net, around the net,” Necas said.
“He always creates a little space there.”
Not to be overlooked was the third-period play of goalie James Reimer,
who was fighting it at times the first two periods but made some timely
saves in the third. Carl Soderberg’s late power-play goal came after the
Canes had gone ahead 5-2.
“We had a great game tonight.” Brind’Amour said. “I thought we could
have had 10 goals. We were on it.”
News Observer LOADED: 02.20.2021
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The Carolina Hurricanes’ game schedule has changed again. Here’s
what’s what.

BY LUKE DECOCK
FEBRUARY 19, 2021 11:28 AM,

The Chicago Blackhawks will leave town a day early. The Tampa Bay
Lightning will arrive at PNC Arena early instead.
The Carolina Hurricanes’ Saturday schedule was shuffled by the NHL on
Friday, hours before what was supposed to be the first of two games
against the Blackhawks and is now a one-game series.
The Hurricanes will play only the one game against the Blackhawks on
Friday at 7 p.m. and host the Lightning on Saturday at 7 p.m. instead, the
first of what is now four straight against the Stanley Cup champs. The
Hurricanes were already scheduled to host Tampa Bay on Monday and
travel there for games Wednesday and Thursday.
“Had we known that was the schedule we probably would have done
something a little different,” Hurricanes coach Rod Brind’Amour said.
“Honestly, we’re just preparing for tonight and (we’ll) worry about
tomorrow tomorrow.”
Tampa Bay had games Thursday and Saturday in Dallas postponed
because of the winter weather catastrophe there. Saturday’s new 7 p.m.
game against Tampa was originally scheduled for March 28. A new date
has not been set for Saturday’s postponed game against the
Blackhawks.
All of the games will be broadcast on Fox Sports Carolinas.

Vincent Trocheck freely says he hasn’t made many friends in the NHL
among those who go up against him on the ice.
Trocheck has played 440 games in the league, so that’s a lot of upset
people.
But that’s the way the Carolina Hurricanes center is when he goes over
the boards. He’s combative, he’s tough. He’s crafty and also skillful.
Annoying? He’s that, too.
“He’s a smart hockey player and he can make plays but I always thought
the intangible was that he was a very competitive player,” Canes coach
Rod Brind’Amour said on a media call this week.
It shows. In the Canes 10-3-1 start this season, Trocheck has seven
goals -- three on the power play -- and seven assists. He has twice had
game-deciding goals in shootouts, been used in penalty killing and is
reliable in the faceoff circle, winning 57.7% of his draws.
In the Canes’ 4-3 overtime loss Wednesday to the Florida Panthers, it
was Trocheck’s redirection of an Andrei Svechnikov pass in the third
period and power-play goal that tied the score 3-3. It extended his point
streak to five games and, in the end, earned Carolina a point.
It was Trocheck at his best, getting to the net, setting up near the post.
Keeping his stick on the ice, he let the curve of the blade ricochet the
puck up and into the top of the net, leaving goalie Chris Driedger with a
“did-that-just-happen” look.
That it came against the Panthers had to be satisfying, and Trocheck
could have had more than one goal in the game. Hours before the game,
after the morning skate at PNC Arena, Trocheck had low-keyed facing
his former team for the first time, saying it would be weird but adding,
“Once you get on the ice it’s just hockey.”
That’s what he said. He played like it was more than just hockey, staying
on the move in his 20 minutes of playing time, the most of any Canes
forward.
Trocheck, 27, was once well-grounded with the Panthers, who drafted
him in the third round in 2011 and helped him develop into an effective,
highly dependable NHL player. In 2017-18, he scored 31 goals and had
75 points, both career highs, with the promise of similar years to come.
A Pittsburgh native, he had found a home in South Florida, playing in the
arena next to the Everglades. It’s a comfortable setting and Trocheck
was comfortable with all of it.
INJURIES WERE SETBACKS

The schedule disruption is nothing new for the Hurricanes, who had four
games postponed in January while they were on a COVID shutdown.
Monday’s game against the Lightning was one of them, originally
scheduled for January 26.

Then, in November 2018, Trocheck was hit along the end boards by
Ryan Dzingel of the Ottawa Senators. Carried off the ice on a stretcher,
he was found to have fractured an ankle. That hampered his mobility in
2018-19, and he was hit with a shot in a game in October 2019, calling it
another setback.

“I don’t think it matters too much,” Hurricanes defenseman Dougie
Hamilton said. “Just focus on today and focus on tomorrow tomorrow.
Just worry about tonight’s game and go day by day. You really can’t do
much more than that.”

And then he was traded. On Feb. 24, 2020, the NHL trade deadline,
Trocheck was sent to the Canes for centers Erik Haula and Lucas
Wallmark, forward Eetu Luostarinen and defensive prospect Chase
Priskie. That was a jolt.
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“It was my first time being traded and I had spent my whole time in
Florida and saying bye to those guys is tough,” he said after the trade.
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How one Canes center found his comfort zone a year after being traded
by the Panthers

BY CHIP ALEXANDER
FEBRUARY 19, 2021 08:00 AM

It was a slow go for Trocheck with the Canes before the NHL suspended
the 2019-20 season in March because of the coronavirus pandemic. Nor
was he that productive in the 2020 postseason.
But the time off after the postseason refreshed him. He returned for
training camp feeling frisky and with a positive attitude. He’s often seen
with a smile on his face on the ice.
Canes fans are beginning to learn more about him: how his father was a
musician who played alto saxophone and also had a grand piano in the
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Trocheck house, teaching his son to play. “He was pretty talented,” he
said.
Trocheck began playing hockey when he was 3 and grew up a Penguins
fan. He competed for the U.S. in the World Junior Championship, winning
a gold medal in 2013, and the 2014 World Championship. He has been
an NHL All-Star in 2017 and has reclaimed his old form this season.
“It’s being 100 percent healthy for the first time in a couple of years,”
Trocheck said. “Then being comfortable in this organization.”
Trocheck has centered a line with Nino Niederreiter and the speedy
Martin Necas. Proficient in shootouts, Trocheck has had game-deciding
shootout goals twice against the Dallas Stars.
“I think he’s comfortable now in this uniform and this organization and his
role,” Brind’Amour said. “It just took a little while.”
CAROLINA HURRICANES VS. CHICAGO BLACKHAWKS
When: Friday, 7 p.m.
Where: PNC Arena, Raleigh
TV: FSCR
News Observer LOADED: 02.20.2021
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Patience paying off for Lightning’s Alex Volkov

Eduardo A. Encina

TAMPA — With all the talent and depth on the Lightning roster, it’s
difficult for a young player to break through. Only the most promising
prospects get to cut in line. Most have to bide their time, earn the trust of
the coaching staff and wait for an opportunity for ice time.
For every Brayden Point or Nikita Kucherov, players who quickly become
a piece of the puzzle, there are many others like Alex Volkov who had to
show patience. Now, that patience is paying off for the 23-year-old, who
has suddenly claimed an important role and is making the most of it.
Volkov started the season by playing in just four of the first nine games,
the odd man out when the team played with 11 forwards and seven
defensemen. But a rash of injuries opened the door for Volkov, and he
scored his first three NHL goals over his past two games as the
Lightning’s fourth-line right wing.
“I think I am building more confidence every day and every game,”
Volkov said. “I’ve been working hard and watching a lot of video with the
coaches to get my game to where I want it to be. I’ve got some good
chances the last few games, so I want to keep building off of that.”
The Lightning lost fourth-line center Mitchell Stephens in the season’s
fourth game. More recently, second-line center Anthony Cirelli suffered
an injury that will force him to miss several weeks.
Lightning coach Jon Cooper knows it can be frustrating for young players
who see a logjam in front of them, and it’s important to let those players
know there is a light at the end of the tunnel as long as they continue to
improve, work resiliently and learn the team’s foundations of puck
possession and forechecking.
Moisturizer That Removes the Signs of Ageing Amazes Researchers
(Try It Tonight)
A salary-cap crunch forced the Lightning to cut ties with experienced
forwards like Cedric Paquette and Carter Verhaeghe, and that created an
opportunity for some players who had been cutting their teeth in the
minors.

“You need depth,” Cooper said. “You need guys to be able to step in
when players go down. And in the offseason, a few players were moved
for financial reasons with our salary cap. And now you get a few guys
hurt and some unexpected injuries, and all of a sudden, who’s going to
step in? And the development of these players, not only physically, but
mentally, is key.”
With the exception of three brief stints with the Lightning last year, Volkov
spent the past three regular seasons with Syracuse in the AHL. Following
the pause, he earned an invitation to the Lightning’s restart training camp
and was brought into the playoff bubble, where he practiced with the
team every day. His first postseason game happened to be the
Lightning’s last, their Stanley Cup-clinching victory over the Stars.
“The one consistent thing about Volkov during the whole thing was his
work ethic,” Cooper said. “And when you are in that bubble for, at the
time, it was 64 days, of not complaining, working your tail off, doing all
the things that coaches asked you at a really tough time when you’re not
even getting in games he deserved a shot. He didn’t play a ton of
minutes, but he sure didn’t disappoint, and he helped us win the Stanley
Cup.”
It was one of the best confidence-boosters a player could receive, getting
13 shifts and 6:04 of ice time in such an important game, and ending the
night hoisting the Stanley Cup.
“I found out the morning of Game 6,” Volkov said. ”I was excited all day,
and then once the puck dropped I was able to settle down a bit and just
focus on doing what I needed to do to help the team win. It was a dream
come true for me to lift the Cup up and celebrate with all my teammates
after the game. It is something that I will never forget.”
The feeling carried into this season. Volkov had a strong training camp,
and even though playing time was scarce early on, Cooper continued to
rave about him.
Cooper kept up his praise after Volkov’s first career goal last Saturday in
South Florida, a third-period score that helped the Lightning seal a 6-1
win over the Panthers. Volkov chipped the puck up the boards to Smith,
then skated to the crease, where Smith found him for a one-timer just
below the right circle.
“You know what I liked about Volkov’s goal?” Cooper said after the
game. “He earned it. And he earned it from the defensive zone all the
way to the offensive zone area.”
Volkov added two more goals in the Lightning’s 6-4 loss to Florida on
Monday. He showcased his speed on the first, skating on to the puck in
the neutral zone, then beating three Panthers into the offensive end
before rifling a wrister from the left circle that deflected off a
defenseman’s stick past goaltender Chris Driedger.
— FOX Sports Bolts (@FOXSportsBolts) February 16, 2021
“Volkov is making definite strides,” said fourth-line left wing Pat Maroon.
“He’s being more confident with the puck. He’s slowing the game down
for himself. I think when you rush things, you start getting in your own
head.
“So I think he’s done a really good job of just being patient, reading the
game better, getting on the forecheck, using his speed to an advantage,
shooting the puck when he needs to and hold on to it down below the top
of the circles. So it’s good that he’s finding his game here.”
It hasn’t happened by accident. It’s taken both time and patience.
“You look at the success Volky’s had the last couple of games he’s
played,” Cooper said. “I think that’s a product of years of development in
the minors and then in the bubble, and now some of those fruits of his
labor are coming to fruition. But it’s tough, because when there’s a
logjam ahead of you, you have to wait your turn. And pretty much most
guys in the lineup have.”
Tampa Bay Times LOADED: 02.20.2021
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Former Lightning forward Ryan Callahan moves into new role

Mari Faiello

“That’s our mission,” to give these families some family unity and give
them a break from their day-to-day and hardships they’re going through,”
he said. “It’s exciting to see the foundation grow.”
The pandemic didn’t stop the foundation’s efforts but created some
“tough timing” as the foundation was set to host the Psychedelic Soiree
event March 13 at Armature Works, a fundraising event that helps to set
up the foundation up for the year.

Ryan Callahan might have retired from hockey, but he isn’t done with the
sport just yet.

“The world stopped, but kids were still getting cancer, unfortunately,” he
said. “Families were still having to travel to hospitals and get treatment. A
lot of parents lost jobs during that time and weren’t getting paid their
normal salaries.”

The popular former Lightning forward was placed on the long-term
injured reserve list almost two years ago due to a degenerative disc
disease in his back. He officially retired in December after 13 years in the
NHL.

In January, Callahan announced the launch of Cally’s Comforts in Tampa
and Rochester. The program provides services such as mini-massages,
hair cuts, facials, nail care and more for pediatric cancer patients and
their families.

But instead of distancing himself from the sport entirely, Callahan, 35,
has found a role as a television analyst. The former wing made a few
appearances on NHL Network last season and will become a more
regular presence this season.

We’re excited to launch Cally’s Comforts in Tampa & Rochester, NY
simultaneously! If you’re a tech in Rochester performing hair cuts, nail
care, mini massages, facials, & you would like to help us, please email
allison@ryancallahanfoundation.org. #callyscomforts
pic.twitter.com/5jrXnvOvKJ

Callahan was on the air the first week of February and will return to the
NHL Tonight stage starting with his next stint March 1-5.
While technically under contract with the Senators last season —
Callahan was traded from Tampa Bay in July 2019 to free up salary-cap
space — he was allowed to appear on NHL Network to test the fit.
“To be honest, I didn’t know how I was going to like it,” Callahan said. “I
kind of went in with an open mind and told them I might hate it, I might
not be good at it, but I’ll give it a shot. And I ended up really enjoying my
time there.”
After first getting his feet wet, Callahan became more comfortable in the
role. He learned to use less jargon so the audience can understand his
points and to respectfully critique players, some of whom he played with
and against during his career.
During one of his February appearances, he stood next to fellow analyst
Jamison Coyle, talking about that night’s matchups and players and
teams who have stuck out so far this season.
Callahan said he’d pick the Oilers’ Connor McDavid in a 3-on-3 overtime
situation. Callahan remembered “sitting on the bench in awe” as a player
watching McDavid skate smoothly up and down the ice.
Callahan also dissected the play of former teammate Ondrej Palat with
analyst and ex-Lightning goaltender Kevin Weekes. Callahan called Palat
“an unsung hero” for the Lightning and “the straw that stirs that drink” on
the team’s top forward line.
While his experience as a player might have made the transition into
broadcasting a bit easier for Callahan, he knows he’s still far from a
finished product.
“There’s still a lot of room for me to grow,” he said, “and continue to get
better at it.”
Callahan and his family left the Tampa Bay area this summer and moved
back to his hometown of Rochester, N.Y., which allows him to expand
the Ryan Callahan Foundation, a charity that focuses on helping pediatric
cancer patients and their families.
“People ask me, ‘What’s the highlight of your career?’” Callahan said. “I’ll
be honest with you, this foundation is probably what I take the most away
from my career. To be in a position to help out and to go and do that and
make the impact we’ve made on a lot of these kids’ lives, it’s been so
rewarding to me.”
Since the move, Callahan and the foundation, which launched in 2016,
have reached out to local children’s hospitals in the Rochester area.

— Ryan Callahan Fdn (@RyanCallahanFdn) January 28, 2021
“We’ve tried to come up with new ideas to help them out and give them a
break from the craziness of treatment in cancer,” Callahan said.
Though Callahan’s mailing address has changed, he said his family’s
roots are still very much in Tampa. He and his family plan to return to the
area for periodic visits once travel becomes safer.
In the meantime, his work as an analyst will keep him busy as he looks at
the game he’s known for 32 years in a new way.
“At the end of the day, I just really enjoyed sharing my knowledge with
the fans and watching hockey, talking hockey,” he said. “It’s been my life
since I was 3 years old, so I feel comfortable talking about the game, and
it kept me involved, too.”
Tampa Bay Times LOADED: 02.20.2021
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Surprise! Lightning will play Saturday at Carolina

Eduardo A. Encina

TAMPA — If it seems like the Lightning’s schedule is changing every
day, it’s because it is.
After the Lightning’s two-game series in Dallas was postponed due to
ongoing power issues throughout Texas, the NHL added a game for this
weekend. The league moved up a road game against Carolina scheduled
for March 28 to Saturday night.
The Lightning already were scheduled to play the Hurricanes Monday in
Raleigh, N.C., a game that had been rescheduled from last month
because of Carolina’s early-season coronavirus outbreak. Now the teams
will play two days earlier and have a full two-game series.
After preparing to go a week between games — the Lightning last played
Monday, losing 6-4 to Florida — the team found out Thursday night it
would play at Carolina on Saturday, Lightning coach Jon Cooper said.
“At the end of the day, we’ll just go where we’re scheduled to go,”
Lightning defenseman Ryan McDonagh said. “And obviously, this is a
little bit of an adjustment on the fly to switch and go to Carolina, but I
think this group just wants to play some games here and get rolling into a
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game atmosphere again and keep fine-tuning and working on our game
here and progressing in the right way.”

“They cheated,” Pat Maroon yelled in regard to their opponent, Team
Blue.

The switch also allows one of the Lightning’s postponed games against
the Stars to be moved to late March. Tampa Bay’s next trip to Dallas is
slated for March 23 and 25. Both teams have a mutual off day on March
22, meaning the league could move one of the postponed games to that
day, creating games in Dallas on back-to-back nights.

The drill had pitted Team White against Team Blue in a race to 10, where
a team of five skaters had to advance the puck through the neutral zone
and get the puck deep to the backboards — forechecking is the Cup
champions’ bread and butter — by advancing the puck north-south at a
high rate of speed. The first team that got to the backboards 10 times
won.

Moving up the March 28 game against the Hurricanes, which would have
been the second of back-to-back games that weekend in Raleigh,
prevents the Lightning from having a stretch of five games in seven days.
“It’s kind of the story of the season,” Lightning forward Barclay Goodrow
said. “I think we’ve become used to the schedule changing and just
becoming adaptable to that. Every team is going through it, so it’s kind of
just the way this year is going to go. We know it’s probably going to
change again one or two more, three more times, so we’ll be ready to
play whenever the games are scheduled, and we’ll go from there.”
Every game is critical in a 56-game regular season, with all of those
games against division opponents. With Friday’s changes, the Lightning
will play four straight games over six days against the Hurricanes, a team
that beat them 1-0 in overtime in their only previous meeting Jan. 28 in
Raleigh.
“This is going to be some of the toughest four games in a row that we’ve
seen, this opponent,” McDonagh said. “So it’s a great challenge for us
having coming off this little bit of a break to get our game where it needs
to be.”

This exercise reinforced those hardworking habits while also raising the
groups’ competitiveness, knowing what the losers would have to do.
Some people call them “mountains” or “gassers” or “ladders,” but dogtired Lightning players basically skated up to the blue line, back, then to
center ice, then to other blue line.
You get the picture.
“I haven’t seen ‘mountains’ in a while,” said Lightning color analyst Brian
Engblom, a two-time Stanley Cup-winning defenseman. “You can tell it
was like, ‘OK, I’m pissed.'”
But it was all part of the plan by the Lightning coaching staff, which
wanted to get the group back on track after another bad loss to the
Panthers the night before. Tampa Bay had lost two of three to their
Central Division rivals, with coach Jon Cooper calling it a “wake-up call”
for his team. They had turned the puck over too much, hurting
themselves with “self-inflicted” mental and physical mistakes. That
wouldn’t cut it coming up in four consecutive games against the
Hurricanes, arguably the Lightning’s toughest opponent in the division.

“They’re a relentless group that plays a fast-paced game, so if you’re not
ready to move the puck quick and take a hit to make a play, it’s going to
be a long night for you. So our group is well aware and trying to get a
grasp on our preparation here for some fast-paced hockey and some
close games.”

“Has the ship sprung a tiny little leak here? No doubt,” Cooper said. “But
this is going to happen during a season. You’re not going to be flawless.
We’ve got to get our consistency back. We’ve shown we can do it, we’ve
just got to continue to buy into our process.”

The Lightning practiced Friday morning at the Brandon Ice Plex and are
slated to fly to Raleigh Saturday morning. Outside of the preseason, it is
a rarity for a team to travel on the day of a game.

With postponed games against Dallas (Thursday and Saturday), the
Lightning had a rare opportunity for three practices between games. And
we decided to give you an inside look into how the team approached
them.

“I think there’s a lot more issues for (senior director of team services)
Ryan Belec than for Jon Cooper,” Cooper said. “He’s the one who has to
plan the flights. Probably the toughest part was having our airline on call
for the last 48, 72 hours, but it’s worked itself out and we’re off to
Carolina. ... Instead of having a pregame skate, you’re gonna spend an
hour and 20 minutes on a flight, and other than that we’re just moving on
forward.”
Tampa Bay Times LOADED: 02.20.2021
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Lightning practice film room: A look at their response to ‘wake-up call’
loss

Joe Smith
Feb 19, 2021

The Lightning’s Tuesday practice was just wrapping up, and Victor
Hedman was ticked off.
The Conn Smythe-winning defenseman is one of the nicest people you’ll
ever meet but also the most competitive. He hates to lose at anything,
from cards to puck battles. So when Hedman’s team fell short in the last
drill of Tuesday’s hourlong skate, he and the rest of his Team White
teammates grumbled as they gathered at the goal line for the
punishment.

North and south
The Lightning are a team built on speed.
It’s part of their identity, with skating ability and competitiveness being the
two main attributes the team looks for in players. You don’t have to be
big to play a “heavy” game, with Tampa Bay wearing opponents down
with its relentless forecheck. The Lightning got out of this style in their
two losses against Florida. Sure, it’s easy to look slower when you turn
the puck over. But it was more than that.
“We’re just trying to play faster,” center Brayden Point said. “That’s what
we stressed in the last couple practices. When we were in trouble the last
couple games, when we lost, we took too long to make plays, and they
were able to get on top of us. We were trying to move the puck quick
through traffic.”
There was a focus the past few days on more precise passing, especially
in the neutral zone.
“I’m sure what they’re talking about on the board and in the room, where
we can’t hear, is about both blue lines,” Engblom said. “Be careful getting
out of your blue line and be careful at their blue line. Turnovers at both
blue lines are dangerous. It’s not just about getting out of your own end
and just getting through the neutral zone. Through the neutral zone
means into their zone, right?”
The Lightning do drills like this one on Thursday to reinforce that idea of
pushing the pace, skating in unison and “coming in waves.” Tuesday’s
practice opened with three-on-two drills at full ice to get the group going,
with some more work on breakouts from their zone. Cooper is often
pushing them, including during this “four corners” drill where three
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players rush, two skate alongside each other by the boards and the third
trailing.
“Two of you guys have to go together!” Cooper yelled at one point.
“Footer (Cal Foote), you’re fucking late!”
Cooper, usually wearing a blue Lightning sweatsuit, a hat and — of
course- a mask, will keep the practice moving at a quick pace. There are
few wasted moments, with most drills lasting five minutes (or up to 10),
broken up by trips to the whiteboard where he, or an assistant, draws the
next one up. This drill, for example, focuses on making a transition
quickly from a defenseman through the neutral zone and into an attack.
“Speed is a big part of our team,” Point said. “The more we can keep a
team out of their structure by going at them and going at them in waves,
the better we are. When we have the puck and we hang onto it, it took
too long. We’re trying to make those quick plays that get other teams out
of position and let our offense take over.”
Engblom said the more east-west you go, the easier it is for the opponent
to cut plays off. “Then you’re really in trouble,” Engblom said. “At least if
you’re going north, then you got the other team backing up and they have
to regroup and come at you, whereas if you’re going east-west,
everything is sort of parallel and all of a sudden, the attack against you,
hurts you that much more quickly. That’s one of the biggest drawbacks.
And it slows down your overall approach.

“This is going to be some of the toughest four games in a row that we’ve
seen,” defenseman Ryan McDonagh said. “It’s a great challenge for us,
coming off this break, to get our game where it needs to be.”
McDonagh felt like the Lightning accomplished that in the past three days
of practice. Tuesday’s session focused on competing, Thursday had a lot
of special-teams work, and Friday’s skate in Brandon featured five-onfive and defensive-zone coverage. With all that work, the coaching staff
can make it fun by mixing in those drills with winners and losers, like at
the end of Tuesday’s practice. It should have come as little surprise that
the Blue team — featuring Point, one of the best in the league at zone
entries — won that competition.
“It’s a little bit different, like a game,” Alex Killorn said. “It’s competitive,
and a lot of those situations were where we were having difficulty getting
the puck north last game, so it helped us. You bring that competitive
aspect where you look at the other side, they were pretty angry.”
The Athletic LOADED: 02.20.2021
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Florida Panthers’ high-octane offense comes up big again in blowout win
over Red Wings

“By the time you make two passes east-west, someone has caught you.”
Competition

BY JORDAN MCPHERSON

Most players will tell you they’d rather have games than practices.

FEBRUARY 19, 2021 09:36 PM,

But the Lightning staff regularly works competitions into the team’s on-ice
sessions. And it’s not just the typical scrimmages or post-practice
shootout games or even the race-to-10 drill they had at the end of
Tuesday’s practice. A regular staple of Tampa Bay practices is these
small game drills, where there are one-on-one and two-on-two battles in
a tight area by the boards. They can get especially intense when it
comes to guys who are battling for lineup spots, who want to earn their
ice.
“Games are fun and games are competitive, but I don’t see why you can’t
do that in practice as well,” Cooper said. “You can’t make it to a point
where it’s a country club. What I like is we have some guys here, 14
forwards and eight defensemen on the ice, and it’s a great competition
when you have a guy looking over your shoulder and you see someone
here to take your ice time. Mix that in with the natural commitment of
players and how we build it into drills, and it makes for some pretty good
(practices).”
These one-on-one and two-on-two drills are examples from early in
Tuesday’s practice.
Some of the most intense battles come in another drill, which was done
at the end of practice Thursday. Goalie coach Frantz Jean took out some
spray paint and drew a black line that split up the defensive zone
between the circles. The two nets are put at opposite sides near the
boards, with goalies there. The rest of the team lines up at the blue line
and players take turns defending in one-on-one and two-on-two
situations. You have to get the puck across the line for your turn on
defense to be over.
“I personally like them,” Yanni Gourde said. “It really brings the
competitive level up. I think it’s really good to have those drills as a team
to get better. Guys want to win their one-on-one, guys want to get better.
It really shows in those types of drills. It’s good for the team, good for me,
and I enjoy them.”
Entering Friday’s games, the Hurricanes (10-3-1) and the Lightning are
tied in the standings, and Carolina plays a very similar style. The
Hurricanes are relentless and fast, and they get on top of you, like they
did early in a 1-0 victory in Raleigh earlier this season. “If you’re not
ready to skate, it’ll be a long night,” Cooper said.

They were coming off arguably their two biggest wins of the year and
were playing against the last-place team in their division. Theoretically,
there was a chance for the Florida Panthers to have a hangover as they
started their back-to-back against the Detroit Red Wings on Friday.
In reality, that was far from the case.
The Panthers scored four goals in a nine-minute stretch midway through
the first period and never looked back in a 7-2 win over the Red Wings at
Little Caesars Arena. Florida (11-2-2) is now a perfect 3-0-0 on this road
trip, which included wins over the Tampa Bay Lightning and Carolina
Hurricanes and ends with the second game against Detroit at 5 p.m.
Saturday. The Panthers have now outscored their opponents 17-9 on this
road trip and, with 24 points through 15 games, hold onto their spot atop
the Central Division.
“We’re obviously a confident group right now,” forward Anthony Duclair
said. “We just want to keep things rolling.”
Detroit fell to 4-12-3.
Juho Lammikko, MacKenzie Weegar, Patric Hornqvist and Aleksander
Barkov scored the quartet of opening-period goals for Florida.
Aaron Ekblad added a goal in the final seconds of the second period.
Hornqvist scored a second time with a third-period power-play goal and
Duclair added a tally of his own in the final period. Keith Yandle recorded
three assists on the night. Barkov had three points (one goal, two
assists). Jonathan Huberdeau and Carter Verhaeghe each had two
assists. Weegar and Duclair each had two points as well (one goal, one
assist).
The four first-period goals tied a franchise record, last done on Nov. 19,
2018, in an eventual win over the Ottawa Senators.
“Really good start,” Panthers coach Joel Quenneville said. “A lot of
speed. We did some good things with the puck, made some nice plays.
Everybody seemed to be moving.”
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It was enough to chase Detroit starting goaltender Thomas Greiss after
the first period — a sigh of relief for the Panthers considering Greiss’
track record of success against the Panthers.
Heading into Friday, Greiss had a career .934 save percentage and a 106-2 record in 18 games against Florida (12 regular season, six playoffs).
He had given up four or more goals just twice.
On Friday, the Panthers battered him for four goals on 13 shots in the
first 20 minutes.
Lammikko got the scoring started a little more than six minutes into
regulation. He took a pass from Brett Connolly in front of the net and fired
a wrist shot through a pair of Red Wings defenders and into the net. It
was Lammikko’s second consecutive game with a goal. Yandle was
credited the secondary assist.
Weegar doubled the Panthers’ score less than two minutes later with his
first goal of the season, taking a feed from Huberdeau and sending a
one-timer from the left circle past Greiss.
Hornqvist made it 3-0 at the 12:45 mark, tapping in a shot from Yandle in
front of the net.
The Red Wings broke up the shutout with a Bobby Ryan goal at 14:06,
but Barkov put Florida back up by three goals 69 seconds later when he
took the rebound from a Verhaeghe shot and pushed the puck past
Greiss, who was on his back after stopping Verhaeghe’s attempt.
Ten Panthers players were on the scoresheet with either a goal or assist
in the first period.
“We’ve got a lot of options coming out of the neutral zone,” Weegar said
on the Fox Sports Florida broadcast during the first intermission. “We’re
just picking up right where we left off. It’s great to watch. It’s fun here.”
Jonathan Bernier took over in net for Detroit over the final two periods,
stopping 23 of 26 shots that came his way. The three goals he gave up
over the final 40 minutes: An Ekblad one-timer from the left circle with 21
seconds remaining in the second period, a tap-in from Hornqvist in front
of the net on the power play 5:50 into the third period and a Duclair wrist
shot in front of the net off a pass from Barkov.
Chris Driedger improved to 6-1-1 on the season after stopping 30 of 32
shots. Driedger has started all three games of this road trip and has now
allowed two goals or fewer in five of his eight starts.
Driedger’s highlight save of the night: A diving slide to his right midway
through the second period, using his stick to stop Darren Helm’s wrist
shot on a rebound with a mostly open net.

Panthers retake Central lead as four-goal burst in first period leads to 7-2
romp in Detroit

By LARRY LAGE
ASSOCIATED PRESS |
FEB 19, 2021 AT 11:06 PM

DETROIT — Patric Hornqvist scored in the first and third periods to help
the Florida Panthers start and finish strong in a 7-2 victory over the the
Detroit Red Wings on Friday night.
Juho Lammikko and MacKenzie Weegar had goals on consecutive shots
in the opening period, and Hornqvist made it 3-0 in a four-shot stretch
that doomed a Detroit team averaging an NHL-low 1.9 goals a game.
Florida’s Chris Driedger made 30 saves, including a spectacular stop to
deny Darren Helm in the second period. The Panthers (11-2-2, 24 points)
jumped back into the Central Division lead by themselves, a point ahead
of the Carolina Hurricanes, whose 5-3 win over the Chicago Blackhawks
kept Chicago from keeping a share of the division’s top spot.
The 24 points have the Panthers tied for their best 15-game start in
franchise history with the 1996-97 squad.
“When we’re playing the right way, we’re as good as anyone and that’s
what we’re showing right now,” Hornqvist said.
Florida, set to face Detroit again Saturday night, matched a season high
with three straight victories, giving them 11 wins in 15 games.
Detroit’s Thomas Greiss gave up four goals and stopped nine shots in
the first period. Jonathan Bernier replaced Greiss and had 23 saves over
the last two periods for the Red Wings, who matched a season high by
allowing seven goals.
After winning an NHL-low 17 games last season, the Red Wings are
among the league’s worst teams with 15 losses in 19 games.
When the Red Wings briefly had positive moments Friday night, they
didn’t last long.
Aleksander Barkov restored the Panthers’ three-goal cushion a little more
than a minute after Detroit’s Bobby Ryan scored late in the first period.

“Sometimes you just get breaks,” Driedger said of the play. “I was down
and out and figured I’d just throw something at it and got lucky.”

Valtteri Filppula was credited with a goal for the Red Wings on a shot that
went off Florida forward Anthony Duclair’s stick, separating the teams by
three goals for the third time in the game.

Friday was a needed break from the norm against Detroit. The Panthers’
first four games against the Red Wings this season included three onegoal wins (including one in overtime) and a 4-1 regulation loss at home.

Florida quickly responded again with Hornqvist scoring a few minutes
later. Duclair made up for redirecting a shot into his own net with a goal
midway through the third to put the Panthers ahead 7-2.

“The games have all been close, could have gone either way,”
Quenneville said following Florida’s practice Thursday in Detroit. “They
are competitive … you have to fight for everything you get. That is the
kind of game we expect. Timely goals are going to be important. You
have to be ready for everything. Let’s be focused on doing the right
things.”

“We were all over them in the first period and we were rewarded,”
Hornqvist said. “We were on top of them all night.”

They did the right things on Friday.
“We feel good about ourselves,” Hornqvist said, “but we can’t just sit
back now because we’ve been winning lately here. We just have to keep
working and keep doing the right things. You see what that does to our
team. When we’re playing the right way, we’re as good as anyone. That’s
what we’re showing right now.”
Miami Herald LOADED: 02.20.2021
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FAVORABLE SCHEDULE
Five of Florida’s 15 games have been against the lowly Red Wings, who
have become even more of a common opponent because the Panthers
have had series canceled because of COVID-19 issues. The Panthers
have won four of five in the eight-game series.
Last month, the Panthers beat the Red Wings 3-2 on consecutive days at
Little Caesars Arena. Florida also beat the Red Wings by one goal at
home, but also allowed them to earn a rare win and end an eight-game
losing streak earlier this month.
The Panthers have won 14 of their past 16 (and six in a row) on the road
against the Red Wings and 11 of last 13 games overall against them.
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HOT START
Florida’s Jonathan Huberdeau has 22 points, the most by a player in
franchise history through 15 games.
TAKE A SEAT
Greiss was benched after giving up four goals on 13 shots in the first
period. Bernier was in net over the final two periods and was 21.5
seconds away from holding the Panthers scoreless in the second period,
but Ekblad scored to put them ahead 5-1. He gave up two more goals in
the third.
Sun Sentinel LOADED: 02.20.2021
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Florida Panthers keep motor running in Detroit, rout Red Wings

Published 6 hours ago on February 19, 2021By George Richards

Any worries the Florida Panthers would sleepwalk their way through yet
another game with the Detroit Red Wings were put to bed early Friday
night.
The Panthers came to play.
After beating top Central Division teams Tampa Bay and Carolina earlier
this week, Florida scored four in the first period and rolled to a 7-2 victory
over the last-place Red Wings.
Florida will keep hold of first place in the division for at least another day.
If anyone wants to wonder whether this team is for real or not, well, that’s
is their right. But when the Panthers are clicking as they were Friday,
watch out.
”We feel good about ourselves but we can’t sit back because we have
been winning,” said Patric Hornqvist, who scored twice Friday.
“We have to keep working, doing the right things and you see what that
does for our team. When we’re playing the right way, we are as good as
anyone. That’s what we showed here. Big game tomorrow.”
The two teams meet again (this will be the sixth meeting since Jan. 30)
Saturday at 5.

”We talked before the game that we wanted to keep things simple,
respect our opponents,” Anthony Duclair said. “We wanted to make sure,
especially on the road, that we got off to a good start and we did just
that.”
Greiss, who helped bounce the Panthers from the 2016 playoffs while
with the Islanders, made nine saves in the first and was pulled in favor of
Jonathan Bernier to start the second.
Before Bernier came in, the Panthers had only faced Greiss in net
against the Wings this season.
Bernier more than held his own, stopping the first 10 shots he faced —
before Aaron Ekblad let a one-timer fly from the left circle in the final
seconds of the second period to give the Panthers a four-goal lead at
intermission.
After Detroit scored at 2:49 of the third, the Panthers got it back to a fourgoal game when Hornqvist got his second of the night by knocking in a
rebound off a Barkov one-timer.
Midway through the period, Duclair got his second of the season — and
the week — to make it a five-goal lead which is the biggest of the year for
the Panthers.
”That was a really good start, a lot of speed and we did some nice things
with the puck, made some nice plays,” Joel Quenneville said.
“Everyone seemed to be moving, the D was involved in the attack and off
the point as well. When you score early like that, you get some
momentum right off the bat and that’s what you look for on the road.”
Florida started Chris Driedger (6-1-1) for the third consecutive game and
he kept his winning streak going with 29 saves.
”I feel great,” Driedger said. “Play a few in a row, that kind of gets you
going a little bit, kind of gets you in to a rhythm. The guys have been
playing incredible. Playing those games, getting those wins is the most
important part. It has been awesome.”
The Panthers go into Saturday’s game at 11-2-2 and a three-game
winning streak.
Sergei Bobrovsky is expected to get his first start in a week in the second
game of this series.
FIRST PERIOD HIGHLIGHTS
Well, where do you start?
How about the first goal, yeah?

The Panthers have won 11 of their past 13 against Detroit (11-1-1) and
have a six-game winning streak at Little Caesars Arena — only losing
there once since it opened in 2017.

Lammikko, who scored his first NHL goal in his 47th game on
Wednesday in Carolina, got his second Friday as he slid into the slot and
fired off a shot after taking a pass from Brett Connolly.

The seven goals scored were the most of the season for the Panthers
and was easily their biggest margin of victory.

His first goal came Wednesday as he pushed in a puck from down low.

The Panthers had previously beaten Chicago and Tampa Bay by three.
Florida’s previous three wins against Detroit were all one-goal affairs.
For the most in-depth coverage of the Florida Panthers in town,
subscribe to Florida Hockey Now today!
On Friday, the Panthers jumped all over their hosts from Motown, taking
a 3-0 lead on nemesis Thomas Greiss before going into the first
intermission up 4-1.
In the opening period, Juho Lammikko, MacKenzie Weegar and
Hornqvist all scored for a 3-0 lead before Bobby Ryan’s 40-foot slapper
found its way past Chris Driedger.
Just over a minute later, Sasha Barkov scored off a loose puck from a
Carter Verhaeghe offering to make it a three-goal lead once more.

Just over a minute later, Jonathan Huberdeau fed Weegar to make it 2-0.
Anton Stralman went to the penalty box but the Panthers, as usual, killed
off that penalty leading to Hornqvist tapping in a beauty of a pass from
Keith Yandle for a 3-0 lead.
Florida was working on making it 4-0 when the Wings got loose in
transition, Ryan working it up the ice and letting a shot fly from atop the
right circle.
Driedger, coming out to play Ryan, watched the puck sail through.
No worries, though.
The Panthers charged right back up the ice, Verhaeghe put a shot up
that Greiss couldn’t handle. While sprawled on the ice, Barkov jumped on
it and popped it into the net.
In the period, Florida outshot the Wings 13-9 and had four more shot
attempts as well.
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SECOND PERIOD HIGHLIGHTS
Bernier didn’t face his first shot on net until Barkov charged the net a few
minutes in, drawing a penalty in the process.
Detroit did a nice job reining in the Florida power play, killing it off without
surrendering a shot on goal.
The Panthers did get a number of scoring chances, including two big
ones from Ryan Lomberg that Bernier stopped.
Florida finally added to its lead with 21.5 seconds remaining in the
second when Ekblad fired off a booming shot off a pass from Weegar.
The Panthers outshot the Wings 12-10 in the period as Detroit showed
signs of life.
Driedger was forced to make a number of big saves — including a stick
save on Darren Helm — to keep Detroit at one goal as Florida kept the
Wings from realistically getting back into the game.
“They had a chance there to make it 4-2 and we went 5-1 and it could
have been a different game,” Quenneville said.
“I thought that was a turning point off a great start. … It was a good way
to go into the third having that (Ekblad) extra one.”
Said Driedger: “I have to look back at that one because I was so out of
position … Sometimes you just get some breaks and I was down-and-out
and in a crawl at the net so I threw something at it. I got lucky to get the
paddle on it.”
THIRD PERIOD HIGHLIGHTS
Detroit got its third power play of the night early in the period when
Duclair got called for hooking, but again, the Panthers killed it off.
Detroit did get on the board to make it 5-2 when Val Filppula’s shot hit
Duclair’s stick in front of the net and the puck rode up and over
Driedger’s head.
“On the ice I told him ‘my bad,’ Duclair joked. “But after the game I told
him he should’ve saved that.”
The Wings never did find a way back, however, as Hornqvist made it a
four-goal game again as the Panthers cashed in on the power play.
That came not long after Florida had a flurry of action around the net in
which Lomberg, Connolly and Lammikko all had scoring chances.
Midway through the period, Barkov fed Duclair to make it 7-2.
Detroit got another power play with 4:26 left as Lomberg went to the box
but it was Frank Vatrano with a nice shorthanded chance before Mathias
Brome had a big opportunity off a loose puck that Driedger ended up
stopping.
Florida is now 23-for-23 against the Detroit power play this season as the
Wings haven’t scored with the man advantage in their past 33 tries
overall.
Up Next: Florida Panthers at Detroit Red Wings
When: Saturday, 5 p.m.
Where: Little Caesars Arena, Detroit
TV/Radio: FSN/560-AM
Florida Hockey Now LOADED: 02.20.2021
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GameDay in Detroit, Again: Florida Panthers at Red Wings, 7 p.m.

Published 16 hours ago on February 19, 2021By George Richards

The Florida Panthers recently went through the toughest part of their
schedule to date and know they need to be on guard when they return to
Detroit to face the Red Wings.
It would be understandable for the Panthers to take a deep breath,
perhaps let down their guard when it comes to their two-game, back-toback set against the Wings.
Only if any team in the NHL knows what a pest the Wings can be, it is
Florida.
The Panthers have won three of the four meetings between the two this
season and the only game that was a blowout was the one Detroit won
on Super Bowl Sunday.
Florida comes into the game off to its best start in franchise history at 102-2 and will enter Friday night’s game atop the Central Division.
Yet one of its two regulation losses has come to the Red Wings. Florida’s
three wins have all been decided by a single goal.
Detroit has lost four of its past five games since winning in Sunrise on
Feb. 7.
“The games have all been close, could have gone either way,” Joel
Quenneville said following Florida’s afternoon practice at Little Caesars
Arena on Thursday.
“They are competitive … you have to fight for everything you get. That is
the kind of game we expect. Timely goals are going to be important. You
have to be ready for everything. Let’s be focused on doing the right
things.”
The Panthers, save for the game in Sunrise two weeks ago, have
enjoyed plenty of success against the Red Wings lately.
Over the past 12 games against Detroit, Florida is 10-1-1 and has won its
past five at Little Caesars Arena.
Florida’s special teams have been stellar against Detroit over the past 12
games.
Not only have the Panthers outscored the Red Wings 39-25, but they
have at least one power play goal in seven of the past eight games.
Southeast Redux: Florida Panthers 4, Carolina Hurricanes 3 (OT)
Florida’s penalty kill has not surrendered a goal to the Red Wings in
seven games (19-for-19).
Detroit’s power play isn’t exactly burning up the ice these days. They
haven’t scored a goal with the man advantage since Jan. 28 — an 0-for30 drought.
The Panthers have also been pretty good on the road this season.
By winning at Carolina on Wednesday, the Panthers improved to 5-0-1
away from Sunrise which is the best road start in franchise history.
Going back to the penalty kill, the Panthers have the second-ranked road
PK, killing 21 of 23 chances (91.3 percent).
Quenneville confirmed that Chris Driedger will get the start for the
Panthers on Friday with the likelihood Sergei Bobrovsky goes on
Saturday.
Driedger, Quenneville said, is deserving to play based not only how he
has handled himself in net this season, but how he fared last season as
well.
So far this season, Driedger is 5-1-1 with a 2.39 GAA and a .924 save
percentage.
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Last year, he went 7-2-1 in 11 starts with a 2.05 GAA and a .938 save
percentage.
“Look at Driedger’s body of work from last year and I thought he had an
outstanding finish to they year,” Quenneville said before Driedger made
32 saves in the win at Carolina.

39 Anthony Mantha — 14 Robby Fabbri — 54 Bobby Ryan
43 Darren Helm — 51 Valtteri Filppula — 89 Sam Gagner
81 Frans Nielsen — 41 Luke Glendening — 73 Adam Erne
DETROIT DEFENSEMEN

“He came in this year and is off to a great start. He has earned back-toback games and it is based on performance. It is a decision solely based
on his play and he has earned the opportunity.’’

24 Jon Merrill — 17 Filip Hronek

The Panthers aren’t expected to make any other lineup changes from
Wednesday’s win in Carolina.

44 Christian Djoos — 22 Patrik Nemeth

Gustav Forsling came off IR on Wednesday and played in his first game
since Jan. 28. The Panthers had him on the ice for 17:23.
Florida Panthers at Detroit Red Wings
When: Friday, 7 p.m.
Where: Little Caesars Arena, Detroit
TV/Radio: FSF/560-AM
Records: Florida 10-2-2 (1st in Central); Detroit 4-11-3 (8th)

18 Marc Staal — 70 Troy Stecher

DETROIT GOALIES
29 Thomas Greiss
45 Jonathan Bernier
Detroit power play (4/56 7.1% — 30th in NHL)
Detroit penalty kill (38/52 73.1% — 27th in NHL)
PP1: Bobby Ryan, Dylan Larkin, Filip Zadina, Christian Djoos, Mathias
Brome

All-time series: Florida leads 26-18-5 (six ties)

PP2: Valtteri Filppula, Robby Fabbri, Frans Nielsen, Filip Hronek, Jon
Merrill

Season series: Florida leads 3-1-0
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Last season: Florida won all three meetings
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Up next: Florida at Detroit, Saturday, 5
PROJECTED FLORIDA PANTHERS LINES
FLORIDA FORWARDS

The Athletic / Duhatschek notebook: Breaking down Ken Dryden’s
argument for bigger hockey nets

23 Carter Verhaeghe — 16 Sasha Barkov — 91 Anthony Duclair
11 Jonathan Huberdeau — 21 Alex Wennberg — 70 Patric Hornqvist

By Eric Duhatschek Feb 19, 2021

77 Frank Vatrano —27 Eetu Luostarinen — 74 Owen Tippett
94 Ryan Lomberg — 83 Juho Lammikko — 10 Brett Connolly
FLORIDA DEFENSEMEN
52 MacKenzie Weegar — 5 Aaron Ekblad
42 Gustav Forsling — 6 Anton Stralman
3 Keith Yandle — 7 Radko Gudas
FLORIDA GOALIES
60 Chris Driedger
72 Sergei Bobrovsky
Scratches: D Markus Nutivaara, D Noah Juulsen, F Vinnie Hinostroza
Taxi squad: D Kevin Connauton, F Scott Wilson, F Mason Marchment, G
Philippe Desrosiers
IR: F Noel Accari (upper body)
Florida power play (12/41 29.3% — 6th in NHL)
Florida penalty kill (32/42 76.2% — 22nd in NHL)
PP1: Sasha Barkov, Jonathan Huberdeau, Patric Hornqvist, Aaron
Ekblad, Keith Yandle
PP2: Alex Wennberg, Frank Vatrano, Anthony Duclair, Carter
Verhaeghe, Anton Stralman
PROJECTED DETROIT RED WINGS LINES
DETROIT FORWARDS
11 Filip Zadina — 71 Dylan Larkin — 86 Mathias Brome

This past week, the Hall of Fame goaltender and thinker, Ken Dryden,
renewed a discussion that has been ongoing for decades — from when
the free-flowing era of the 1980s gave way to the stifling Dead Puck era
of the 1990s:
Has the time come to make hockey nets, at the highest levels of play,
bigger?
Dryden’s argument is framed in a thoughtful essay that runs just short of
5,000 words, published in The Atlantic. Dryden begins with a familiar
point: That the size of modern-day goaltenders (extra tall), combined with
the size of modern-day goaltending equipment (double XL),
fundamentally changed the game from the way it was played in his era.
Before, when goaltenders were smaller, and equipment looked practically
threadbare, there were all kinds of space for players to aim at. Goals
were scored off the rush. Goals were scored from long range, even if a
goalie wasn’t screened by a cluster of players parked in front of him.
Over time, as both goaltending technique and equipment improved,
hockey developed a traffic problem. Gridlock became the norm.
Congestion in front of the net meant that far too many goals were scored
in one of two ways: Either through a well-executed tip-in or by a
favorable, but haphazard and billiard-ball-like carom to a player who
happened to be in the right place at the right time near the net.
Evolution happens in every sport. But what hockey saw was devolution.
It’s an argument that Dryden has framed before, but not quite in this
detail.
The timing is interesting because the NHL is in a year where scoring
totals have fluctuated madly, from game-to-game, depending upon which
teams are playing. So, this week, for example, on a Monday night that
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featured six North Division teams in action, you saw two games end 6-5
and the other finished 4-3. There were also wild games between Carolina
and Columbus (7-3 for the Hurricanes); and Florida and Tampa (6-4 for
the Panthers).

NFL television rights are the envy of all the major North American sports
and the NHL has an important negotiation coming up for U.S. national TV
rights. But whatever contract it lands will be a tiny fraction of what the
NFL commands.

A veritable gusher of offence, in other words.

Quinn suggested the NHL had taken some steps to improve the overall
viewer experience, but he cautioned that the league too often gets
bogged down on the notion that it needs to preserve the “integrity” of the
game.

Sadly, the next night, when the North Division was idle, goal totals shrunk
significantly. Twice this week, teams that on paper should be offensive
juggernauts, the Colorado Avalanche and the Vegas Golden Knights,
produced a couple of low-scoring cat-and-mouse affairs, with a combined
total of six goals. In the 24 games played between Sunday and
Wednesday, five ended in shutouts. Of the nine games played Thursday
night, eight featured five goals or fewer — and the Nashville Predators
were shut out. The only exception was Toronto’s 7-3 win over Ottawa.
There are plenty of theories to explain why the North is so high scoring,
but it could simply come down to the sheer firepower of the division
(Connor McDavid, Auston Matthews, Mark Scheifele, Johnny Gaudreau
et al) combined with a haphazard disregard for the defensive side of the
game.
But goalscoring totals notwithstanding, the overall style of play doesn’t
vary much from NHL division to division.
Deep within Dryden’s complex analysis is this suggestion: “Maybe you
have to make the net bigger … Maybe only six inches or a foot wider and
maybe only six inches higher — and only for those in junior and college
leagues and above, just so a goalie’s carefully constructed, seamless
wall can’t cover everything.”
Long-time readers will recognize this as a soapbox I jump on
occasionally and if you do a Google search of ‘should NHL nets be
bigger?’ a couple of my old offerings will pop up. Down Goes Brown
tackled the idea humorously here.
What it reminded me of was where the push to examine the idea of
bigger nets came from originally — Larry Quinn, the brilliant original
thinker who used to be president of the Buffalo Sabres. Under Quinn, the
Sabres were one of the more progressive teams in the league. Not every
one of their ideas necessarily took off — there was a time they tinted the
ice blue for a pair of AHL games back in March of 2005, which of course
necessitated them painting the blue lines orange for contrast.
But they were thinking outside the box, at a time when “NHL” and
“progressive” were rarely used in the same sentence. The Sabres were
among the first teams to develop and adopt “analytics” — back when Jim
Corsi worked for them. The front office — primarily Quinn, GM Darcy
Regier, coach Lindy Ruff and assistant James Patrick — took an openminded approach to change at a time when NHL group-think largely
prevailed.
When I reached Quinn by telephone on Wednesday, he’d already read
Dryden’s story and sent him a text message endorsing his suggestions.
According to Quinn, it was when the NHL was immersed in the 2004-05
lockout and declining goal totals were a major area of concern that he
and the Sabres’ staff started to blue sky ideas over how to increase
offence. A conversation with former Buffalo Bills general manager Tom
Donahoe when they serving together on the same board served as the
impetus, said Quinn.
“I said to Tom: Your league has been so innovative. How do you guys
deal with things like this?” said Quinn. “He explained it was really simple:
Many years ago, Roone Arledge (then president of ABC Sports) called
up (NFL commissioner) Pete Rozelle and said, ‘Can we have lunch?’ So,
they sat down and Roone said, ‘We’ve got this idea, that could be really
great for the NFL. I want to call it Monday Night Football.’ He was
intrigued because ABC didn’t have any rights at the time. But he said, ‘I
gotta tell you, I can only market wide receivers, quarterbacks and running
backs.’ He said ‘it’s the only thing people wanted to see.’ What happened
was: There were enough smarts there, at the NFL at the time, where
people said, ‘We’ve got to make this more exciting for the fan’ — and
they did, and the rest is history.”

“Jeremy Jacobs (the NHL’s chairman of the board) once said to me, ‘You
want Ice Capades.’ No, I didn’t want Ice Capades,” said Quinn. “The
point I made was, I played hockey all my life, but what made me a fan of
hockey on TV was seeing Bobby Orr and Guy Lafleur and Gil Perreault,
the guys who could do all these spectacular things. No one ever became
a fan of hockey watching one guy hold up somebody else in the neutral
zone.”
Which really gets us to the heart of the matter. The biggest problem with
today’s NHL is the game is largely a one-trick pony. Every coach, every
player on every Zoom call, every analyst is constantly preaching from the
same basic playbook — get pucks to the net; get traffic in front of the
goaltender and then … basically hope for the best.
“They say they don’t want to tamper with the traditions of the game — but
that was never the game, the way it’s played now,” said Quinn. “People
didn’t stand in front of the net like that. You would have got killed. I
remember as a kid being told, ‘Don’t stand in front of the net.’
“During the big lockout, they did a (research and development) session at
an arena in Scarborough and a bunch of us attended. The prototype net
that we came up with — I’m not suggesting they adopt anything like that.
That was pretty radical. But what Colie (Campbell, senior executive vice
president of hockey operations) did was put out a net in a scrimmage that
was three inches higher and three inches wider and didn’t tell any of us in
the stands that he did it.
“And immediately, the play changed. There were more point shots.
People weren’t crowding the net so much. And then he came up and
said, ‘Guys, what did you think when we made the nets bigger?’ and we
said, ‘We saw a big difference.’ I don’t think it’s just bigger nets. More
importantly to me, I think any time a goalie is on the ground and he grabs
the puck, it should be a delay of the game (penalty). Because nowadays,
when they get down in the butterfly, they cover the entire bottom of the
net. Roger Crozier, what was he, 5-foot-8? I just think it’s keeping up with
the development of the human body — and the development of the
game.”
Campbell once told me that at the same research and development
camp Quinn referenced, he was standing rinkside one time with Doug
Risebrough, then the general manager of the Minnesota Wild, and
Risebrough casually asked him: When are we seeing the bigger nets?
And Campbell motioned to the ice and said: you’re seeing one of the
prototypes right now.
Campbell’s point was that, to the naked eye, standing right at rinkside,
you couldn’t tell the difference between the regulation nets and ones that
were a few inches bigger and wider. Many of the objections to the
concept originally stemmed from some version of: Hockey doesn’t need
soccer nets.
And it doesn’t.
But other than the one radically redesigned net that the Sabres
produced, all the other prototypes the NHL explored looked
fundamentally the same as the ones they were already using.
One of the counterarguments against bigger nets that people use is that
every game, on an NHL highlight package, you see a handful of plays
that lift you out of your seat. Edmonton’s Connor McDavid, going end to
end, sifting past defensemen as if they were standing still. Ottawa rookie
Tim Stützle, picking a bouncing puck out of the air and directing into the
goal, without needing to settle it down.
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The skill level of players coming into the game today is off the charts —
and so, do you really want to tamper any further with something that’s
pretty OK now?

speaking, when the game is so fast, and the anticipation of where a
teammate is going to appear on the ice is so integral to creating open
space, isn’t throwing all the lines in a blender almost counterproductive?

And the answer, according to Quinn, is yes: Why not try to make it even
more entertaining? Because for every 6-5 thriller between Edmonton and
Winnipeg, you get the sort of 2-0, low-event games played between the
Sabres and the New York Islanders earlier this week. Quinn watched his
former team play that game — back on Tuesday night — and didn’t much
like what he saw.

And finally: Are the tactics that a coach might adopt in a regular, 82game schedule different than what he’d use in a 56-game season, just
because the opportunity to practice is so limited; and thus, the ability to
work out any kinks simply isn’t there?

Instead, he theorized that with one or two small tweaks, there could be a
dozen highlight-reel plays in every game instead of just the handful that
occur now. More rush chances. More goals on unscreened shots from
the point.
It would be a fascinating hybrid — to marry the skill level of today’s player
with the open ice that yesterday’s players enjoyed.
Quinn used a Buffalo football analogy to drive the point home — “can you
imagine saying to Josh Allen, you can’t throw the ball more than 40 yards
down the field? – because that’s what they’re doing.
“I wasn’t the only person to believe in this,” added Quinn. “Gary
(Bettman, NHL commissioner) was always cooperative on this stuff. I
remember being in Pebble Beach for a Board of Governors meeting, and
I said to Gary, ‘We really need to talk about this.’ And so he agreed. He
said, ‘We’ll put you on the agenda.’ But I got buried. Just buried. It was
just not going to happen. But I think that’s sort of a mistake too —
because when you put active general managers on a committee, their
competitive instincts are such that they’re going to protect their team.
“I’d love to see a panel of guys who have everything to do with the game
and have nothing to do with the game develop some ideas.”
Independents, in other words, who’ve either retired or are otherwise not
currently involved in the daily race to earn two points in the standings.
“During the lockout, we had players come up to talk to Darcy and I to talk
about the game — and what we found was, they were the least informed
guys,” said Quinn. “The average, everyday player knew how to play his
position and was informed about that, but none of them really had a feel
for the overall game – other than the goalies. So, going to the players
isn’t necessarily the solution either.
“I love the idea of going to the institutional thinkers in the game, and
seeing what they can come up with.”
Ideally, if you could ever create momentum for experimenting with larger
nets, you could test it at the AHL level, which has successfully acted in
the past as an incubator for ideas that were eventually adopted in the
NHL — including the shootout and three-on-three overtime.
“I understand that some people might say, ‘Don’t do this to our game,’”
said Quinn, “But my answer would be, ‘You better know your game then
— because the way it’s played now was never part of the game.’ You tell
me that Guy Lafleur, flying up the ice, shooting from the top of the faceoff
circle, wasn’t part of the game? Lafleur, Bobby Orr – these guys were the
game and that’s how they played.”
(Courtesy of Larry Quinn)
Shake ’em up

On Thursday, after the Los Angeles Kings won their third game in a row
and coach Todd McLellan was asked to assess the modest turnaround,
the first words out of his mouth were: “Some consistency with lines.”
So specifically relating to the Flames, I perfectly understand the rationale
behind wanting to use Elias Lindholm at center.
Lindholm has all the two-way chops to be a Patrice Bergeron-like Selke
trophy contender — someone whose offensive skills just keep getting
better and better. But he is also defensively aware and quick enough on
the backcheck to break up plays near the net. Moreover, in a year when
your most reliable penalty killers are either injured (Derek Ryan) or
playing elsewhere (Tobias Rieder, Mark Jankowski), he is effective when
playing a man down.
Still, I would also argue that in a year when everyone wants things to be
normal and predictable, psychologically, it makes sense to fall back on
proven, familiar patterns; and then, sink or swim with them.
So, in Calgary, that would mean putting Lindholm back on the wing with
Johnny Gaudreau and Sean Monahan; reuniting Matthew Tkachuk with
Mikael Backlund and Andrew Mangiapane; and then stick with the line
that played so well for them in the bubble last summer, Sam Bennett
between Milan Lucic and Dillon Dube. I’d play mostly three lines five-onfive; and use the fourth line sparingly.
When Ryan returns, he becomes first out on the penalty kill, along with
Joakim Nordstrom. The rest of the players on the fringes can cycle in and
out — and if anyone shows signs of actually earning a place in the
starting 12, leave them there. If it means some players are on the outside
looking in for long stretches, so be it.
All the three top lines in Calgary have proven, at different times, that they
have the necessary chemistry to succeed. Sometimes, coaching is about
making adjustments on the fly. Sometimes adjustments on the fly even
work.
But in a season, such as this one, it’s more likely that if you’re not careful,
you can tinker and tweak yourself right out of the playoff race.
And finally
The St. Louis Blues and the Arizona Coyotes wrapped up an
unprecedented sequence this week, where they played seven
consecutive regular-season games against each other, breaking the
previous NHL record of four, which will be established many more times
this season. Calgary and Vancouver also wrapped up a four-game set
this week; the scheduling is what it is because of COVID-19 issues that
bubble up constantly around the NHL.
The early season MVP may well be Steve Hatze Petros, profiled here by
Pierre Lebrun.

Do you endlessly mix and match until you get it right?

Some have asked, when things eventually get back to normal, will the
NHL return to the old scheduling matrix, or try to include a few more
back-to-back games on the schedule, if only to facilitate travel? What I
would say, based on the evidence of the first quarter, is that the back-toback games can be entertaining; but three games in a row against the
same opponent is getting to be too much; four is overkill; and seven in a
row should never ever happen again.

Or demonstrate patience, on the grounds that it sometimes takes more
than a handful of shifts for chemistry to occur?

In the absence of playoff urgency, which is hard to duplicate, the back-toback-to-backs are getting dull and repetitive.

Once in a great while, a new, three-person combination that you never
imagined could work together — inexplicably does. But generally
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Watching the Calgary Flames experiment with line combinations this
week – and the virulent reaction to the swiftness of coach Geoff Ward’s
line juggling – made me wonder: What is the right approach to use, to stir
up a team that isn’t going well?
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The Athletic / Protecting the ‘child inside of me’: Donald Brashear’s
toughest fight

By Dan Robson

The sun rose on another cocaine-fuelled night and Donald Brashear
could feel the high falling. He just needed to get inside to take another
hit. He jostled the keys in the lock of his apartment, twisting and turning
as hard as he could, but the door wouldn’t move.
The landlord had warned him that he’d take action. He wanted Brashear
gone — and now he’d changed the locks.
Brashear paced the halls for a solution and found the management office
open. He snuck in and took a ring of keys hoping to find the master.
He tried them all. None worked. He thought about running right through
the door.
Brashear stormed out of the apartment complex to the patio of the belowgrade ground floor unit that he’d been told he had to leave. It was early
enough on that June morning in 2019 that no one was around yet. He
slammed his fist against a crack in the corner of the window to his
bedroom, knocking out a large chunk of plexiglass. Brashear reached in,
unlocked the window and pulled his 6-foot-3 frame through.
Inside, Brashear closed the curtains to the windows and the sliding door
to the patio. He squeezed past the kitchen table, which nearly reached
the counters on one side and pushed up against the couch on the other.
The floor space of the tiny rental was consumed by the large, expensive
furniture he’d brought with him after he had lost his house and then his
condo.
Brashear took several beers from the near-empty fridge and sat at the
table. He took out the packets of cocaine from the hidden pocket in his
jeans. He looked at the bare walls around him, which always seemed to
be closing in, suffocating him.
He laid out lines and inhaled the powder until the walls moved back and
he could breathe again.
Several hours later, Brashear heard pounding at the front door. He
looked through the peephole and saw the officers waiting. He brushed off
the table and stuffed his last packet of cocaine in his pocket and bolted
out the patio door.
Officers were waiting there, too.
Brashear laid on the ground, was arrested and stuffed in the back of a
cruiser. With his hands cuffed in front of him as he sat in the back seat,
he snuck the packet of cocaine from his pocket and hid it in his mouth.
He held it between his teeth while he was searched again at the station.
He felt the powder seep through the chewed plastic. His heart raced. In a
panic — and high enough to think it might work — Brashear spit out the
packet when he thought the officers weren’t looking. They turned just as
it landed in his hands.
He was once one of the most feared men in hockey. He had earned
nearly $16 million and played more than 1,000 NHL games.
Now locked in a concrete box, the walls around Brashear were as close
as they’d ever been. He laid on the small bed and closed his eyes,
escaping on the last rush of his high into an exhausted dream.
Two years earlier, Simon Gagne sat in a locker room getting dressed for
an afternoon pickup game, wondering what was happening to his friend
and former teammate.

They usually played twice a week with a group of former pro and junior
players who lived near Quebec City. Among the group of aging players,
Brashear was usually among the fittest — still a physical specimen in his
40s. He’d trained as a mixed-martial arts fighter, played in pro leagues
around Quebec and in a brief stint with a Swedish pro team when he was
42.
But Brashear’s attendance at their regular scrimmages had grown
sporadic. There were long stints when he didn’t show up at all.
When he did, Brashear looked haggard. He’d gained weight and was
unshaven. It was alarming for Gagne to see a friend who proudly
maintained a six-pack in middle age, appear to be taking such poor care
of his health.
Gagne was among a small group of teammates who had grown close to
Brashear during their days playing together for the Philadelphia Flyers in
the early 2000s — bonding over their shared roots as players who grew
up near Quebec City and as two of the few Francophone players on the
roster, along with Eric Desjardins. In retirement, they owned homes on
the same lake and golfed together often.
Brashear also became close with Gagne’s family. They spent
Christmases together. Gagne’s family seemed full of love. He had
everything that Brashear had longed for. Gagne’s parents were his
biggest supporters and they were proud of everything their son had
accomplished. Gagne’s father, Pierre, regularly made the trip to
Philadelphia to watch him play. When he did, he’d also spend time with
Brashear.
“My dad was a guy that liked to talk a lot about life,” says Gagne, whose
father died of cancer in late 2014. “I’m pretty sure Brash opened up more
to my dad about his life than he did to me.”
Brashear remembers sitting with Pierre on the beach at the lake, listening
to him tell stories about how much he’d loved watching his sons play
hockey when they were young and how glad he was to be able to still
spend time with them. Brashear and his ex-wife have two sons, Jordan
and Jaxxon, who were born in 1999 and 2001. As they grew, he hoped to
be the kind of father to them that he saw in Pierre. He told Pierre about
some of the traumatic experiences he’d been through in his life. Pierre
offered some paternal support, told Brashear to live the rest of his life to
its fullest potential.
“I think I was kind of looking for that all my life,” Brashear says. “When he
talked to me, I felt like he treated me like his son.”
Brashear retired without any debt. He owned his dream house outright. It
had a pool, a spa, a golf simulator, a tennis court. The garage housed the
Porsches and Lamborghinis he was known to drive around Quebec City.
With his NHL career over, Brashear tried to embark on business ventures
to build on the wealth he’d earned as a pro.
In part to maintain the lavish lifestyle he’d grown used to — but also, he
says, because he wanted to prove that he was more than just a “dumb
hockey player.”
Brashear was known as one of the toughest enforcers of his era,
enduring more than 200 bouts in his career. (He also was the victim of
one of the NHL’s most egregious acts of violence, when Marty McSorley
struck him from behind with his stick and left him unconscious on the ice,
suffering from a seizure and a serious concussion.) But despite making
millions in the NHL, Brashear never felt much pride in the fact that he
earned his money by fighting.
He wanted to show that he was capable of much more.
“I always respected those people who had to work 40 hours a week to
make their money,” Brashear says. “I wanted to show my kids that I can
be successful in real life too.”
He started a hockey stick company — Brash 87 — hoping to sell highend sticks to people who couldn’t afford to pay hundreds of dollars. But
that venture failed. He also bought two condominium buildings, hoping
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that real estate would be a good investment. But he struggled to manage
the finances and found himself buried in debt, facing legal action.

sharp exhale, back and forth — trying to connect the notes to a song that
lived deep within him.

His growing dependency on drugs pushed him further into debt.

Sometimes through those nights, the notes sounded like something real,
like a dream that makes sense only while we’re in it. But by morning the
melody always faded with the high.

Brashear says he didn’t feel the pull of addiction until he was several
years into retirement. He didn’t start drinking until he was 28 years old.
He was charged with refusing a breathalyzer when he was stopped
under suspicion of drunk driving when he played for the Flyers in 2003,
when he was 31.
He started using drugs recreationally after he retired and enjoyed the
escape they provided, but he quickly became addicted.
He smoked a pack of cigarettes and drank close to 30 beers a night. He
started using drugs like cocaine, GHB, and ketamine regularly, becoming
more and more reclusive as he did.
He used a line of credit taken out against his previous paid-off house to
fund his drug use, spending as much as $5,000 a week.
Now Brashear owed more than $2 million and was on the brink of
bankruptcy. Even his closest friends didn’t know the extent of his dire
situation.
As Brashear became more reclusive, Gagne heard stories within the
small world of Quebec City about Brashear’s lifestyle and his
questionable acquaintances.
But he became particularly concerned when he ran into Brashear’s son
Jordan, who told him that he hadn’t seen his father in a while.
“My dad’s enjoying himself,” Jordan said. “It’s not going good.”
As far as Gagne had witnessed, Brashear had tried to be close with his
children, emulating one of his few positive parental role models, much
like he’d seen Pierre Gagne be with his.
Several other friends who were close to Brashear had also noticed his
decline. Frederic Cyr, who’d known Brashear since his rookie season
with the Canadiens, had heard the same rumours as Gagne — and
witnessed his haggard, erratic behaviour when he visited him. He knew
that Brashear’s financial situation caused him a lot of stress, but he’d
only recently learned that Brashear had turned to drugs.
Cyr reached out to Bryan Hardenbergh, the Philadelphia Flyers director
of team services, who’d also become close friends with Brashear. He
hoped that Hardenbergh might know how to access assistance that the
NHL and NHLPA provides former players.

When Gagne and Cyr showed up at his house that night — on March 11,
2018 — Brashear thought they were there as old friends looking to catch
up. Cyr traveled to Quebec City from Montreal to be there. They arrived
at Brashear’s house at the same time, pretending it was a coincidence.
They settled into what seemed like just another night of laughter and
music. They sang karaoke over beers and whisky.
As “Father and Son” played, Brashear closed his eyes tightly and rocked
back and forth. The song resonated deeply with him.
Like the music he tries to play, Brashear remembers his life in fragments.
Shadowboxing with his father, who seemed like a giant, learning to dip
and dodge and punch. The first feeling of something like love.
The sharp, bruising sting of an electrical cord cracking across the boy’s
flesh. The first memories of pain. The neon lights of a bar shining through
the windshield, while the boy sat alone in the backseat, drifting to sleep in
the solitude, fearing only when his father would return to the pickup truck
after drinking away the night.
He doesn’t remember the journey from Indiana, where he was born, to
Quebec City to live with his mother, who’d left him with his father when
he was 3.
He remembers the blows he took from his mother’s new husband — the
second grown man to hit him — and the garbage bag the man taped
around his waist and the bottle he handed him, because only babies wet
the bed.
It was only a short time, somewhere between kindergarten and the third
grade, but enough to pick up more fragments to store away.
He cycled unhappily through two foster families until he landed in a third
when he was 8. It was a large family, a mother and father with four kids
of their own and always at least four more foster kids, coming and going.
Brashear was the only one who was Black. It was a fact that he couldn’t
help but notice — pointed out to him through the racist taunts of older
kids in the schoolyard.
He first found peace on the ice.

A week later, Hardenbergh met with Gagne and they agreed to get the
NHLPA involved.

When he learned to glide on skates, he felt what it must be like to really
love something. The game was an escape.

“We were scared that we were going to end up finding Brash dead
somewhere,” Gagne says.

Every night, he’d pretend to get his schoolwork done and then slip out
with his stick slung over his shoulder, frozen hand-me-down skates
dangling from the blade. He trudged through the snow and winter chill to
that new world, gripping his stick with double-layered gloves and playing
pickup puck beneath the floodlights.

Without Brashear knowing, a spot was secured for him to enter a
rehabilitation program in Arizona, which would be covered entirely by the
players’ assistance fund.
The only obstacle was Brashear.
Take your time, think a lot.
Think of everything you’ve got.
For you will still be here tomorrow,
But your dreams may not.
Brashear sat on a chair holding his harmonica to his mouth with two
clenched fists, adding his own melody to Cat Stevens’ “Father and Son.”
The music drifted from a garage filled with the instruments of a one-man
band, scattered with empty beer cans and liquor bottles. Before losing his
house, Brashear spent nearly every night in that makeshift music studio.
He played by candlelight, boxing with his breath — a sharp inhale, a

“That’s where I felt happy,” Brashear says. “I was having fun. I could
play. I could be me.”
Later, he found an escape through music — learning to play piano while
still in high school. Despite carving out an NHL career as an enforcer,
fighting made Brashear anxious. He loved to hear the roar of fans, but
knew their love was conditional. He knew his place in the NHL was, too.
Often on the road, Brashear would find a piano and play. Once with the
Flyers, his teammates and team personnel gathered in a crowd around
him while he played in the lobby of a swanky hotel. Everyone just
stopped and listened and Brashear made his escape through the notes.
“He just sat down and started playing it and people were like, holy shit,”
Hardenbergh said.
“It was beautiful.”
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That night in March 2018 — as Gagne and Cyr sang along in his garage
— “Father and Son” reached its final line. Brashear pulled his harmonica
away and sang it loudly: I know I have to go.

In his desperation, Brashear had tried selling drugs to earn money to
make his late payments. But he found that he was his own best client,
using more than he sold.

After a couple of hours in the garage, Cyr left Gagne and Brashear alone
to talk.

Brashear moved into a condo, becoming even more reclusive. He’d
become so dependent he took increasingly dangerous risks to get them.

Gagne told Brashear about the program in Arizona and that the cost
would be covered by the players’ emergency assistance fund. Brashear
listened, admitting that he needed help. But it would take two months
before he finally decided to go. In June 2018, Brashear took a flight to
Arizona.

He worried about his health as he continued to abuse drugs and alcohol.
He worried about his heart quitting. Sometimes he wondered if it would
be better if it just did — his life seemed too far gone to fix.

The old fighter leaned forward, through the window, handing coffees to
surprised customers.
He laughed at the shock on their faces as they drove up to receive their
orders.
Usually, they’d recognize him. How could they not? Donald Brashear was
one of only a few Black people who lived in the area and he happened to
be famous.
Pierre Sévigny knew that word would get out when he hired his former
Montreal Canadiens teammate to work at his Tim Hortons. But like
Gagne, he’d watched his friend fade away during the few old-timer
skates that Brashear would show up to. Sévigny had known Brashear
since they’d played peewee hockey and worked at a local hockey school
together as teenagers, long before they played for the Habs in the mid’90s.
Brashear’s criminal record made it difficult for him to land a well-paying
job. Along with the arrest for breaking into the apartment and possession
of narcotics, Brashear was convicted of assault and received 18 months
probation for his part in a brawl in a parking lot following a game in a
Quebec hockey league in 2011.
Like everyone else, Sévigny knew about Brashear’s financial troubles
and issues with the law, which spilled out into newspaper headlines.
Of course, the fact that one of the NHL’s most famous enforcers was now
working at a coffee shop hit the headlines too.
During Brashear’s very first shift in October 2019, a customer took a
photo of Brashear in his Tim Hortons uniform, as he obliged them with a
smile. After the customer shared the photo, it went viral as news outlets
picked up the story of a former NHL millionaire working a minimum wage
job.
Brashear didn’t follow the news though. He didn’t care what people on
social media were saying — the uninformed rumours and half-truths
spread as complete strangers revelled in the schadenfreude.
To many, it might have seemed that Brashear had reached his lowest
point. But to him, this was the beginning of his rise.
It had been more than a year since Brashear left his rehabilitation
program in Arizona a week early, frustrated by requests to revisit the
trauma of his childhood and believing he didn’t need to be there.
Back in Quebec, Brashear was determined to stop using — but found
himself back in a cycle that seemed unbreakable. He went to a different
treatment facility for a week, before leaving.
His financial situation continued to spiral.
In November 2018, Brashear’s company, Brash Properties 87, went into
bankruptcy and faced civil suits for failing to appear in court. He lost his
properties and was ordered to pay nearly $200,000 for mortgages that
had not been fully repaid. He was forced to sell his own house and his
relationship with his family and loved ones continued to suffer. He
remained estranged from his two sons and only saw his young daughter,
from a different relationship, sporadically.

Whenever Cyr came to check on Brashear, he’d find his fridge nearly
empty. He kept a couple of bags of uncooked pasta in the house, but
little else. Still, Brashear wouldn’t discuss the extent of his desperation.
Cyr left several gift cards to a grocery store on Brashear’s table so he’d
be able to buy food but couldn’t blow the money on drugs.
It all culminated with Brashear’s arrest in June 2019, with him sitting in
that jail cell.
That July, Brashear checked into another rehabilitation facility in Quebec.
It was supposed to be a month-long program, but he stayed for five.
Brashear worked during the day and checked in to the facility in the
evenings.
In August, Gagne brought Brashear to Hardenbergh’s wedding on the
Jersey Shore. Brashear reconnected with old teammates, like Peter
Forsberg, laughing about long-ago days when they were still NHL stars.
“We were all the guys that used to hang out together with the Flyers,
sitting at the same table, having fun,” says Gagne. “But Brash was
drinking water. That was tough for him.”
When the music and dancing started, Brashear slipped away. Gagne
searched for him and was worried when he didn’t turn up. His old
teammates worried that he might have gotten himself into trouble until
Brashear called Gagne to tell him he’d gone back to the hotel to avoid
the party.
While working at Tim Hortons put some much-needed cash in Brashear’s
pocket, it also gave him a sense of pride. He was part of a team again.
He had responsibilities. He had structure. He woke at 5 a.m. happy to go
to work.
While reporters called Sévigny looking for a story, Brashear ignored
requests for comment. He didn’t care about the headlines or the picture
that went viral, but he remained happy to smile for photos or sign
autographs for fans who came by as he worked the window.
Sévigny was glad to have his old teammate working beside him again —
and that structure seemed to help him. Sévigny’s wife gave Brashear a
large uniform that fit and gloves to make sure his hands didn’t get cold
when he’d reach out the window.
“I wanted him to be happy in his life,” Sévigny says. “That’s the point.”
And for the first time in several years, Brashear started to feel like he
could be.
“I had a goal,” Brashear says. “And nothing was going to stop me from
getting to where I wanted to be.”
After a couple of months at Tim Hortons, Brashear took a job at a car
wash, for a bit more than minimum wage. He also started refereeing in
local beer leagues.
“All right guys, I want a clean game,” Brashear would tell the players, as
he checked the nets before each game. “I have one rule: If you guys start
fighting, I don’t give out penalties. I jump in the fight.”
There were few scrums on his watch.
Brashear continued to attend a program through Portage Quebec, an
organization that focuses on rehabilitating clients who suffer from
addiction and reintegrating them into everyday life. The cost of the
program was covered by the players’ emergency assistance fund.
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Eventually, he started working with other clients, helping counsel them
through their own journeys.
Brashear was able to re-connect with his sons, bridging some of the void
caused by his absence. Jordan and Jaxxon both knew about the pain
their father endured as a child and had sympathy for how it affected him.
They say they love their father and are proud of his strength and
perseverance. But they’ve also learned to be happy in their lives, with or
without him.
That winter Brashear also started playing in a local semi-pro league in
Quebec, where he was paid a few hundred dollars per game — and once
again, heard fans cheer his name.
He felt the rhythm of his skates cutting across the ice. He didn’t think
about all of the battles he still had to fight in the world beyond the boards.
He didn’t worry about the personal bankruptcy he filed on Jan. 7, his
birthday. He didn’t feel consumed by the addiction he still fought to
conquer. He didn’t feel the shame or anger he’d harboured toward
himself. He didn’t feel alone.
And on snowy nights, when the winter chill was just right, Brashear would
grab his skates and head to an outdoor rink near his apartment. He’d
stickhandle across the rough ice, beneath the lights. There would be no
roar, no punches, no pain. Just a boy found in a game, again — the rise
and fall of his breath, escaping.
Donald Brashear’s sons, grown now, say they love their father and
celebrate his toughness. (Photo courtesy of Gabrielle Desgagnes)
Brashear sits in a chair across from his therapist, thinking about his life,
thinking about the fragments. It’s the start of a new year, with hope for a
new beginning.
Over the past year the global pandemic wiped away the game he loved
and Brashear found himself pushed back into isolation. He endured the
stringent terms of his bankruptcy and still battled the call of addiction,
especially as he dealt with severe anxiety attacks for the first time.
It was another year of rising and falling, trying to make his life connect.
He visits his therapist often, working through the pain that he’s carried
with him since childhood — along with the regret of everything he wasn’t
given.
He ponders a question about those pieces of that past. Can he see a
hopeful future, despite those painful memories? Can the loathing, the
rage, the loneliness be replaced by something positive?
He’s been learning to quiet a voice inside, he says — the one that was
set within him when he was young. An adult voice, telling him he can’t be
anything more than he is.
Brashear doesn’t like to revisit the trauma. He doesn’t like how it closes
in. How it returns when he is alone.
He is quiet for a few moments.
“I’m happy,” he says, finally. “I’m just thinking about the present. The
present is great — but it was a long road.”
His eyes well with tears.
“There is a child inside of me,” Brashear explains. “Every time I’m looking
for an answer, I’ll talk to the kid inside. I’ll certainly choose my words and
make sure I don’t hurt him.”
That is how he sees it now, there’s a boy inside of him who needs to be
told that he’s loved and worthwhile. There’s a boy who needs to be told
people are proud of him. There’s a boy who needs to know that it’s OK to
keep some fragments from life but just as OK to let others go.
The Athletic LOADED: 02.20.2021
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The Athletic / Team USA men’s Olympic hockey ‘B’ team projection: How
does it stack up with Canada?

By The Athletic NHL Staff Feb 19, 2021

For those of us living in the United States, anytime someone in Canada
puts together a men’s hockey Olympic ‘B’ team, like, say, Sean McIndoe,
it just seems like showing off. We get it. Your country produces a lot of
hockey players. Most of those rosters could probably compete for a
medal.
But for years, Team USA has worked hard to try and close the gap. It’s
written about a lot down here. Even as recently as this month. And
measuring the depth of elite American talent in the NHL is one way to
see if the gap has truly closed.
So we asked a few of our American hockey writers to put it to the test:
Look at The Athletic’s projected Team USA men’s Olympic rosters
posted one year out from the 2022 Winter Olympic games by Pierre
LeBrun, Craig Custance and Scott Burnside, and see if you can build an
American ‘B’ team using players that appeared on one or fewer of those
roster projections.
Then, we invited McIndoe, the arbiter of Olympic B teams, to judge each
of our rosters from a fair, completely unbiased point of view. We’re sure
he followed those instructions.
First off, I’d like to thank Custance, Burnside and LeBrun for stocking the
A-team roster with, apparently, 95 percent of all available American
centers. Pretty sure two of you picked Charlie Conway. Neat.
My goal here was simple enough: Build a group of talented forwards with,
where possible, a passing familiarity with each other. I’m not trying to
obsess over roles or matchups against specific teams; improved as the
pool of U.S. talent is, we’re also not yet at the point where we can worry
about how our hypothetical seventh-line would perform against Canada’s
fourth. If I’m short on elite players, I can still try to build balanced lines.
Anders Lee and Brock Nelson are teammates and productive; Alex
DeBrincat is the most offense-minded right wing we’ve got. Christian
Dvorak and Clayton Keller are teammates and future bets; let’s stick
them with Zach Parise and hope his late-career resurgence continues a
while longer. I’ve got some size on the fourth line with Kevin Hayes and
James van Riemsdyk; T.J. Oshie fits the profile and, I hear, can also help
in shootouts.
The “second line” is the most interesting to me, though. Chris Kreider and
Bryan Rust are complete players who can support Jack Hughes, and he
could be a legit 1C on this team by 2022. I like my extra forwards; both
are experienced — Paul Stastny can easily slide in if my Dvorak gamble
doesn’t work out, and Brandon Saad is capable of playing both wings.
He’s insurance in a bunch of different spots. I wanted to find spots for
Joel Farabee and Conor Garland but couldn’t make it work.
On defense, it’s another thank you to those guys — and this one is real
— for leaving me a top pair. Zach Werenski’s slow start notwithstanding,
he and Adam Fox are a no-brainer. One can run a power play, and the
other appears to already be capable of everything. If I left Ryan Suter off,
Custance would drive to Pittsburgh and egg my apartment. I like him and
Kevin Shattenkirk together enough. My third pair isn’t long-term proven,
but I like what I’ve seen from both. John Marino is going to be able to
handle whatever he gets thrown. If Neal Pionk’s breakout is real, he
could easily wind up in the lineup, and everyone loves Keith Yandle. I’m
playing everyone on their strong sides, down to the spares. Here on the
B-team, we’re about minimizing adjustment time.
The goalie situation is tough. Ben Bishop, if he gets healthy and stays
that way, is a no-brainer. Behind him, I’m going young. Cal Peterson and
Spencer Knight are the future of the position for the U.S. They’re also
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very nearly the present; give me upside over your Jonathan Quicks, your
Ryan Millers and your (checks notes) Alex Stalocks … and maybe pack
some bubble wrap for Bishop. – Sean Gentille
McIndoe’s assessment: As the GM of Team Canada B, my first
observation here is that this roster will present some difficult matchups.
For example, I tried to take forwards with strong defensive games that
could shut down another country’s first line, and these American teams
don’t have one. That’s not to say that America isn’t producing some
talent up front, with names like Kreider, Dvorak, Hayes and Keller giving
Gentille some strong answers to my Canadian entry, assuming my team
is asking questions like “How many 40-point scorers can one country
produce?” But I do give credit to Gentille for being the only GM to take
Oshie as a shootout specialist, which will no doubt come in handy when
this roster is scraping through tight games against Latvia.
There is some explaining to do here. There is always some explaining on
these lists.
In leaving T.J. Sochi and fellow American hero Phil Kessel off the roster,
the intention was to go with a younger vibe and reward those who are
producing now and figure to do so when we get to Beijing. Start
introducing the next wave. Oshie and Kessel have had their time.
The first line is indicative of the new blood. Thanks to his physical
transformation last summer, Hughes is starting to show why he was
taken first overall in 2019. DeBrincat is having an impressive turnaround
season for Chicago and gives Hughes a pure finisher. Meanwhile, the
2018 first-rounder Joel Farabee is emerging as a top offensive threat
within a deep Philadelphia forward group.
Slotting Hayes in as the No. 2 center gives the “B” team a strong two-way
presence. Rust can play up and down the Team USA lineup while van
Riemsdyk, a 2014 Olympian, is far from finished as a goal scorer and is a
weapon on the power play. I was a bit skittish with having Keller over
some other center candidates given that he hasn’t followed up his Calder
finalist rookie season. But I think Conor Garland has to be on the team
and Keller has had great chemistry with his fellow Arizona winger. Parise
doesn’t fit the youth narrative, but you need some experience and I think
his bulldog style fits with the kids.
Werenski has had a rough go with the Blue Jackets to start this year but
he’s a top-pairing defenseman. At 23, Fox is already the Rangers’ best
blueliner and should be a fixture on future Team USA squads. The same
might be said for the 23-year-old Marino. There are a ton of right-shot
defenders and it might be wise to bring in some experience but Pionk has
been great since his trade to Winnipeg.
Looking to keep a left-right balance with the pairs, I went with Matt
Grzelcyk as more of an all-around defender who is younger than Alec
Martinez and maybe more consistent than the great skater that is Nate
Schmidt. It’s true that the youthful approach doesn’t apply with the
presence of Suter. But the 36-year-old has all kinds of international
experience and can still log heavy minutes.
The goaltending is quite clear. If Bishop is healthy – and that’s becoming
a persistent question with him – then he’s your guy that can handle the
role. Petersen could factor into the mix for future Team USA
appearances if he takes the Kings’ No. 1 job and runs with it. – Eric
Stephens
McIndoe’s assessment: I’ll admit that I’d been a little concerned about my
blueline depth on Team Canada B, since I had to go all the way back to
2019 to find my last Norris winner. Team USA B has no such Norrisrelated problems, as Stephens has built his blueline around several
names that appear on all three rosters: Werenski, Fox, Suter, Pionk,
Marino and Grzelcyk, all of whom I can assure Canadian hockey fans are
real guys. I cut Kris Letang, Devon Toews and Aaron Ekblad, but sure,
Grzelcyk being a unanimous pick is a great sign for the stars and stripes.
Did you guys just develop Brian Leetch in the ’80s and go “Can’t top that,
we’re done”?

It took all my willpower not to make the Hughes-centered trio the top line.
Here’s my thought process in including a group of kids in Hughes, Trevor
Zegras and Cole Caufield who don’t have near the NHL experience as
many players in the talent pool: In a short tournament, I want something
that would click immediately. And maybe have a line with some electricity
the moment they hit the ice. These three know each other so well. Maybe
we could catch lightning in a bottle here. If nothing else, we’re getting
them future Olympic experience. Gotta think about that 2026 team.
As Gentille pointed out, we’re thin down the middle. I like finding a spot
for Nick Foligno there and he’d be my Team B captain. The defense has
a nice amount of offensive ability and we’d send Schmidt out for every
international press conference. The success of this team rests mainly on
the shoulders of Bishop. We’d need him healthy but if he’s at the top of
his game, he’d be able to carry this team to a medal. Leaning on the
goalies in Olympic play is an American tradition, after all. – Craig
Custance
McIndoe’s assessment: Custance has the same three goalies as Gentille
and Stephens, so apparently there’s a consensus here when it comes to
American depth at the position. That consensus: “Our country has
exactly three good goalies at most, and they’re all on Team A.”
Peterson has looked good this year, and that’s all we need to know
because Quick backups performing well in limited action have always
turned out to be infallible long-term bets. For the other two spots, I
personally would have gone with guys who are currently active NHL
goalies, but then my perspective might be distorted from living in a
country that can win a gold medal without calling it a miracle.
My bottom line: These American teams would get blown out by Team
Canada B, lose a close one to Team Canada C, and forfeit against Team
Canada D after Tom Wilson sent everyone to the hospital.
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The Athletic / DGB Grab Bag: Ideas to increase scoring (without making
the nets bigger)

By Sean McIndoe Feb 19, 2021

From the headlines
It didn’t seem to get a lot of attention with all the other stories this week,
but I was fascinated by this article by Ken Dryden for The Atlantic on how
dominant goaltenders have become over the years. Dryden’s one of the
greatest goalies of all time, and you might think he’d be celebrating the
success at his position. But even he thinks that goaltending has gone too
far, and he wants to see the league take action to make the product more
exciting and high scoring.
Unfortunately, Dryden ends his piece by suggesting that the answer is to
make the nets slightly bigger. He’s right, and I’ve made that case myself.
But because I have, I know from personal experience that many fans
refuse to consider that option, and will actually get hostile toward anyone
who suggests it. OK, fair enough — what else can the NHL do?
Luckily, I have some ideas. So today, let’s brainstorm some of the ways
the NHL could increase scoring without making the nets bigger.
Figure out what Mitch Korn has been telling all these goalies to do over
the years and then ask them really nicely to do the opposite.
Call up the company that made those pucks that didn’t slide on ice and
see if they do goalie pads.
Trick every team into scoring at will by telling them they’re down a few
goals to the Maple Leafs in the third period.
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Try to tire out the goalies before the game starts by having each of them
take a few swings at Tony DeAngelo.

the comments and be the 30th person to say “Ah but what about the
trade deadline, did you ever think of that?”

Incentivize offensive game-planning by guaranteeing teams one point if
they score four goals in a game, wait no that would mean some teams
would get points for losing and games would be worth different amounts
and that would be stupid.

Like I said, same as always, as we continue to see this debate flare up
once or twice a year. It’s all in good fun, I guess, the kind of small-scale
argument sports fans are supposed to have when there isn’t a game on.
Maybe the NHL will change something this year, or maybe they’ll decide
the current system is working well enough. You already know where I
stand, but I’m not going to do another Gold Plan rant. Instead, I’m going
to make a simple request.

Consider making a small, almost imperceptible tweak to the faceoff rule,
that will definitely do the trick.
Change the hiring process for head coaching positions so that the first
question in every interview isn’t “Please tell us how much you hate fun.”
Somebody ask Colin Campbell if he wants to just randomly invent any
new rules, he seems to be good at that.
Hear me out, we keep the trapezoid behind the net and it’s still the only
area where the goalie can legally play the puck, only now it’s also a
spring-loaded launching pad that sends the goalie hurtling off into the
distance like a Fall Guy bean.
Find out if a 55-year-old Mario Lemieux feels like making another
comeback and bumping the leaguewide scoring average up by about a
goal a game.
Not so fast everyone, this one dude wants to tell us a story about how he
once watched a 1-0 game and was sophisticated enough to enjoy it,
gather round because this will surely be fascinating.
Have our broadcast partners go on the air and leak the top-secret
information that the book on literally every goalie is to shoot high.
If save percentages are too high, just have the Arizona Coyotes make a
few calls to renegotiate down to a lower number.
Not to get too crazy, but maybe see what happens if we let the good
players get close to the other team’s net without it immediately becoming
legal to cross-check them until their lumbar explodes?
Ha ha no seriously, just make the stupid nets bigger, this isn’t a hard
question.
The three stars of comedy
The third star: Whatever happened to Jason Spezza here — I have no
idea what the background is on this one but I’m just going to assume he
was doing his impression of all of his younger teammates when they’re
told to play defense.
The second star: Cal Foote clips Wings — This is not what I meant when
I said Detroit didn’t have enough bench depth.
The first star: Lindy Ruff woke up and chose violence — The best part of
this is how the dig comes out of nowhere. If you listen carefully, you can
actually hear three distinct reactions from the players: 1. Initial laugher. 2.
Wait, that was pretty brutal, are we even supposed to laugh? 3. Too late,
I’m laughing anyway, please don’t let P.K. hip check me into the stands
at our next practice.
Be It Resolved
We had another round of the draft lottery debate this week, thanks to
Pierre LeBrun breaking the news that the NHL is looking at changing the
system.
It went the same way the debate always goes. Which is to say, some
fans are fine with the current system. Others don’t think there should be a
lottery at all, because the bad teams should automatically get the top
picks and if they tank then they tank. Others like the lottery but want to
shift the odds around in a way that just happens to benefit their favorite
team. Some of us think there should be a limit on how often teams can
win. A few radicals will argue that there shouldn’t be a draft at all, which
makes some sense but has zero chance of ever happening. Lots of us
like the Gold Plan, and have explained in great detail why it’s the best
option, but instead of reading that article you’re going to just skip down to

Be it resolved: As long as we have a lottery, can we please stop saying
that any team has “earned” the first overall pick? And for the love of
Wendel, can we definitely stop arguing about who “deserves” it?
Right now, the NHL has a draft system that favors the weaker teams. So
do the NBA, MLB and NFL, for that matter. It makes sense; bad teams
need help, top prospects offer it, and you don’t want any fan base to feel
so hopeless about their last-place team that they give up on your
product. We could argue about whether it’s smart business to sentence
your best incoming players to spend half their career with the worst
teams in your league, but most fans seem to want to keep doing it this
way. I’m good with that.
But that doesn’t mean any of these bad teams have earned anything.
“They’ve been bad for years, they deserve the first pick.” No, they don’t.
They’re bad! You’re not supposed to bad, especially in a league that’s
made parity its top priority, with a hard cap and loser points and a
defense-first ethos that turns half the games into low-scoring slogs that
come down to who gets a bounce. If you’re really, truly bad for a long
time in a league like this, there’s a good chance that you’re either
incompetent or you’re tanking.
So go ahead and say that the Red Wings or Senators or whoever else it
is in any given year, including your team when it’s their turn, want the first
pick, because it would be a key piece of their rebuild. Say that they need
the first pick, sure. If the lottery balls ever finally bounce their way, go
ahead and say that they won the first pick. Just don’t say they earned it.
Same with any other bad team, or any good team that happens to hit on
a long-shot win. The Oilers didn’t earn the right to draft Connor McDavid.
The Leafs didn’t earn Auston Matthews. They were bad, and they got
lucky, and that’s fine because it’s how the system works. But let’s stop
saying that a team that misses the playoffs and then lucks into some ping
pong balls bouncing the right way has earned or deserved anything.
(Until we have the Gold Plan, and the first pick really will go a team that
deserves it because they earned it. See? I told you it was the best
option.)
Obscure former player of the week
Earlier this week, I wrote about players making a return to the team they
had starred for. Usually, that meant rejoining a former team after a trade
or signing elsewhere in free agency. Occasionally, it might mean coming
back from retirement, or maybe a stint in the KHL. But this week’s
obscure player has a comeback story that nobody else in league history
can match. Let’s talk about Bernie Morris.
Morris was a star center whose career began in 1916, before the NHL
even existed. He starred with the Seattle Metropolitans of the old PCHA,
scoring better than a goal per game for his first three seasons. That
included the 1916-17 season, when the Metropolitans made history by
becoming the first American team to win the Stanley Cup. They beat the
Montreal Canadiens in the final in four games, with Morris scoring 14
goals.
The Metropolitans and Canadiens were set to square off in a rematch in
the 1919 final, before the influenza outbreak derailed the season. But if
they had played, Morris wouldn’t have been available. He was still a star,
having finished second in the PCHA in goals that year. But he had other
problems that would have prevented him from suiting up. Namely, that
he’d been sent to Alcatraz.
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According to the U.S. government, Morris had been drafted into the
military and failed to report. There was confusion over that, with Morris (a
Canadian citizen) claiming he’d never received his notice in the mail due
to the pandemic. He lost his case, and in April 1919 he was sentenced to
two years of hard labor at Alcatraz.
There’s some dispute over whether Morris ever actually ended up at
Alcatraz, but he did serve time, and missed the 1919-20 season before
he was exonerated. He made his comeback with the Metropolitans in
time for the 1920-21 season, and while he was no longer an elite player
he still put up decent numbers. He’d play three more seasons in Seattle
before bouncing around the pro leagues, including a six-game stint with
the Bruins in their inaugural 1924-25 season, his only NHL action.
As far as pro hockey comebacks go, the Bernie Morris story wasn’t the
most dramatic or the most successful. But it was definitely the only one
where the player’s absence could be explained by a possible trip to
Alcatraz.
Classic YouTube clip breakdown
It’s been a busy few weeks for some notable names in the hockey world.
Patrick Marleau moved into the third spot on the games played list,
continuing his pursuit of Gordie Howe’s all-time record. Joe Thornton
worked his way back into the Leafs lineup after missing time due to
injury. And Roberto Luongo was named an assistant GM for Canada’s
2022 Olympic entry.
Gee, I wonder if there’s sort of old video we could use to tie all three of
those guys together …
Yes, it’s the 1997 Stanley Cup Final, and Hockey Night in Canada is
bringing us an annual tradition: The awkward interview with some of that
year’s top draft picks. It’s a fun chance for hockey fans around the
country to meet some of the top prospects in the world, then sit there and
go “Wait, why is that one dude’s neck so big?”
I’ve got to be honest, this edition isn’t as awkward as others. They’ve
limited it to three guys instead of the usual half-dozen or more, and all
three of them seem to have their acts together. Luongo’s hair is vaguely
regrettable and Thornton can’t commit to the full grizzly-bear beard yet,
but they all look pretty smooth compared to what I looked like when I was
18, and also this morning.
Our host is Scott Russell, and he introduces the players and then starts
with Thornton, who at this point is basically the sure-thing top pick.
Thornton is sounding extremely Canadian here, but you can tell he’s
already had a few sessions with the NHL neuralyzer, because he
answers every question without saying anything.
He does mention that his Soo Greyhounds junior team had “some good
linemates.” I went back and checked, and Thornton had 81 assists and
122 points that year. Other top-scoring forwards on that team: Richard
Uniacke, Joe Seroski, Ben Schust and Chad Spurr. Yeah, this Thornton
kid was surrounded by an all-star team, I bet he’s a bust when he gets to
the big leagues.
Speaking of foolishly thinking Joe Thornton was a bust, Russell
immediately asks him about playing for the Bruins, who own the No. 1
pick after winning the lottery with 30 percent odds. See, Red Wings fans?
Winners find a way.
Russell moves over to Marleau, who sums up his junior season by saying
the words “my team did really well in the playoffs” for what will turn out to
be the last time in his life.
Can we talk about how weird it is that teenage Marleau looks exactly the
same as he does today? Seriously, this guy can not be allowed to break
Gordie Howe’s record until he exhibits the capacity to age. This video is
23 years old, meaning Marleau and Thornton have aged a combined 46
years, and I’m pretty sure Joe got every one of them.
“Are you excited about getting to the National Hockey League, I know it’s
your dream.” These guys are so boring that Scott’s out here doing both
sides of the interview.

Marleau expresses his admiration for Eric Lindros, at which point Russell
points out that they’re both big, tough power forwards, and before we can
all make record-scratch noises in our head it’s straight on to Luongo.
Russell says that he’s the top-ranked goalie in that year’s draft. Here are
all the other NHL goalies from the class of 1997: David Aebischer, Scott
Clemmensen, Johan Holmqvist, Jani Hurme, Mika Noronen, Jean-Marc
Pelletier and Jean-Francois Damphousse. It’s a close call, but I feel the
scouts may have got this one right.
We get some Luongo highlights and man, I miss those yellow creases.
This sport is fun and all, but is there any way we could make it look like
the goalie just piddled himself?
My favorite question comes at the end, when Russell asks if Luongo
models himself on any current goalies. He seems vaguely offended and
immediately informs us that he doesn’t look to anyone because he uses
his own style, before immediately adding “I use the butterfly style like
Patrick Roy.” In other news, Denis Leary writes all his own material but
also likes this Bill Hicks guy.
We close with Thornton sending a nice message to Don Cherry, whose
wife Rose had just passed away, and we’re done. Thornton would indeed
go the Bruins with the first pick, while Marleau would go second to the
Sharks. Olli Jokinen went third to the Kings, at which point Luongo was
picked by the Islanders, which I’m sure will go great for everyone
involved.
Over two decades later, these three fresh-faced prospects have
combined for over 4,400 games, 2,700 points, almost 500 wins, 14 AllStar Game appearances and one Hart Trophy, but zero Cups because
this whole clip is basically one big OGWAC origin story. But here’s
hoping that Cup stat will change this year, when (remembers which
teams Thornton and Marleau play for now) Luongo comes out of
retirement and joins the Lightning.
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Sportsnet.ca / Oilers grind out win over Flames on the strength of their
depth

Mark Spector
February 20, 2021, 1:15 AM

We learned long ago that, when it comes to winning hockey games,
beauty is in the eye of the beholder.
Back when Jacques “The Mad Trapper” Lemaire was singlehandedly
ruining the game of hockey in New Jersey, Devils fans didn’t care about
aesthetics. They were collecting wins and a Stanley Cup, and the fact
that the rest of the hockey world couldn’t stay awake past the second
intermission didn’t bother them one bit.
So let’s talk about Friday's “Battle of Alberta,” a game that featured
precious few hits, a shot count of just 25-21 for Edmonton, and a measly
2-1 score. It was as exciting as the nightly Covid report, as titillating as a
glass of warm milk.
Down in Calgary it was likely viewed as a low-event snoozer.
But 300 kilometres up Highway 2 it was a Picasso. It was also the Oilers’
eighth win in their past 10 games, with a chance to sweep this back-toback Saturday on Hockey Night in Canada at Rogers Place.
Rogers Hometown Hockey
This season, home is where the hockey is. Experience Rogers
Hometown Hockey.
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“We’ll definitely take the points any way we can,” said Ryan NugentHopkins. “It probably wasn’t our prettiest win, but sometimes it’s going to
go down like that. You just have to grind it out.”
In a game that featured three five-on-five goals, the Oilers nursed a 2-1
second intermission lead all the way to the finish line. They clogged up
the middle, sat rookie defenceman Evan Bouchard, and gave all of his
ice time to Darnell Nurse, who was really galloping on a 30:01 night.
‘We did a lot of things well in the third,” Dave Tippett said, “but it comes
down to you need some saves and you need a good play. Maybe it might
be a good backcheck, or a puck that needs to get out on the wall. There
are little things that have to happen to increase the odds of winning, and I
thought we did a lot of those things tonight.”
A wise man once said, in any given playoff series there are going to be a
couple of 2-1 games. You can play 5-4 hockey all year long, but if you
can’t win those 2-1 games — or at least half of them — you won’t get far
in the post-season.
This was that. A tight, boring, detail-oriented game that the Oilers walked
out of with two points.

position and they start going in for him. He’s a dangerous player, but he’s
a successful dangerous player when they go in for him.”
Puljujarvi is playing a smart, simple game, using his size to protect pucks
and freeing them up by rubbing opponents out along the boards with his
six-foot-four frame. He gets the puck and quickly puts it on the stick of
linemates McDavid or Nugent-Hopkins, then uses his long stride to get
open for a pass.
On a line with two of the better passers in the game, Puljujarvi knows
what to do with the biscuit when he gets it back. He has five goals in his
last seven games, and is just starting to figure out how to be an NHL
scorer.
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Sportsnet.ca / Analyzing Tim Stützle's rookie season and why he's a star
in the making

Four Lines Deep
Edmonton went more than three years without winning a game in which
neither Connor McDavid or Leon Draisaitl recorded a point: From Nov.
28, 2017 to Feb. 9, 2021.
They’ve now done it twice in 10 days.
Gaetan Haas’ line with Alex Chiasson and James Neal notched the
winner and was dominant all night in Calgary, while the third line of
Jujhar Khaira with Josh Archibald and Dominik Kahun has been a
constant contributor of late.
Kyle Turris spent the night in the press box. He may have trouble getting
back into this lineup.
“Everybody on this team wants to help those guys,” said Haas of
McDavid and Draisaitl. “We’re just happy if we can do it. It’s always great
if we can make some goals, and let them a little bit free for a night.”
Home of the Oilers
CHOOSE PLAN
Haas banged home his own rebound on a night when Tippett was happy
to use his fourth line liberally. The Swiss import played 12:54 while Sam
Bennett — the Flames fourth-line centre — played just 6:30 and was
stapled to the bench for the entire third period. He was on the ice for both
Oilers goals, on the rare night that the fourth line won a game for
Edmonton, as opposed to a Hart Trophy candidate.
“I think everybody can see — the secondary scoring has been there,”
Nugent-Hopkins said. “The third and fourth lines, they’ve both been
buzzing. Haaser’s line, right from the get-go they just dominated the
play.”
Edmonton now has 42 goals in its past 11 games by 16 different players.
That’s a far cry from a team that was carried every night by two players
— and couldn’t win when it wasn’t No. 97 or 29’s night.
Simple, Effective
It just keeps getting better for Jesse Puljujarvi, who deposited his fifth
goal in the past seven games to open the scoring Friday. He’s found a
home at first-line right wing, with five goals and eight points in 18 games
this season.
The Flames somehow left him all alone in the slot in the first period to
take a nifty pass from Tyson Barrie, and the big Finn used his clinical
snapshot to give the Oilers an early lead.
“He’s a good player. We saw that early,” observed Tippett. “He wasn’t
getting rewarded, but he’s a threat out there. He gets himself into scoring

Justin Bourne@jtbourneFebruary 19, 2021, 3:16 PM

I’ll start with the conclusion of this post, because I think it’s important all
the positives and the negatives of The Tim Stützle Experience be
discussed with it in mind: by the numbers his results haven’t been good
so far this season, but he just turned 19 and his team is terrible and by
the eye you can see that one day soon, those results are going to be
very, very good.
He’s a star, but stars aren’t born at peak magnitude.
So to reiterate the conclusion. The numbers are bad. The eye test is
good. The former is going to catch up to the latter. But probably not this
season.
All that out there now, I recently declared Stützle one of my 10 favourite
players in the league to watch, because my god, does he do a few
dynamic things every night that make you go “Wow, some of the best
players in the league can’t do that.”
31 Thoughts: The Podcast
Jeff Marek and Elliotte Friedman talk to a lot of people around the hockey
world, and then they tell listeners all about what they’ve heard and what
they think about it.
His vision is unbelievable, the pop in his step is dynamic, and his
unpredictability is off the charts. He’s like watching a cat all hepped up on
the ‘nip, yet he’s composed enough to mix in little slips under sticks and
smart cuts to dangerous areas. I can’t imagine watching him and
wondering if he’s ever going to find “it” as an elite offensive player in the
league.
This play doesn’t result in much, but it’s a good example of his
confidence with the puck, his confidence in traffic, and how dangerous
this player is going to be. It’s the shoulders through the neutral zone I like
most, giving out bad information to the defenders while leaving both
directions as a choice the entire time.
I say the numbers are inevitably going to catch up to his ability, because
like many offensively gifted younger, slighter players, he just doesn’t find
himself in dangerous spots enough yet. Often that takes a little more
brawn, a little more aggressiveness, and a few more tricks to get into
those spots. (There are numerous great AHL scorers who can’t get to the
same spots at the top level to do the scoring they’d be able to do if they
could. Stützle will be able to get there more soon.)
When he does get into those spots, though, man can he put it away.
Most players thrive shooting with their stick to the middle of the ice, but
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check out Stützle so far this season. As a lefty with his stick to the
outside, he’s still able to make goaltenders look foolish.
He’s a dynamic star in the making, but let’s get to those results I
mentioned off the top.
No player on the Ottawa Senators has a more favourable zone start
percentage. That means when the Sens throw Stützle over the boards
after a whistle, some 70 per cent of the time it’s for a faceoff in the
offensive end (less than 16 per cent of the draws he’s on the ice for
originate in the D-zone). On average only a player or two per team gets
starts that generous.
Quality of Competition is mostly out of a team’s hands on the road, but at
home they have some control over who players go up against, so it’s at
least somewhat at a coach’s discretion. At 5-on-5 Stützle faces the
eighth-hardest opposition among Senators forwards, which is roughly
what a third liner would face.
This is one of those cases where I feel it justified to use the word
“sheltered” about an offensive player -- he’s just a kid starting out in the
NHL in a weird, condensed-schedule pandemic year, and they want to
put him in a position to succeed. With that opportunity, by the boxcar
stats, he’s more or less done that. Through 16 games he has five goals
(the team lead is six) and nine points (team lead is 11). Nine points is tied
for 127th in the league, but on the Sens, it ain’t bad.
But those are about as shiny as the numbers could look given everything
underlying. When he’s been on the ice, only 45 per cent of unblocked
shot attempts have gone the Sens' way, which is the worst number by
players who still play on the team (Cedric Paquette’s was lower). A lower
number of actual shots (by percentage) have gone the Sens' way, with
only Stützle and Artem Anisimov sitting below 45 per cent. (Anisimov is
actually below 40 per cent, which is what the most informed analysts call
“bad.”)
And it’s even worse by actual even-strength goals. Say what you will
about noisy-ol’ plus-minus, but at some point it says something.
Stützle’s expected goal percentage is only better than Chris Tierney’s.
Honestly pick an even-strength metric, Stützle’s struggling in favourable
spots. You get the point.
But there’s good news. There are times, like this, where you can see a
talented young player is just that. Talented as hell and going to be a star,
but young and probably taking on too much on a bad team.
Using Micah Blake McCurdy’s HockeyViz, here’s Stützle’s season so far
in terms of contribution at the offensive and defensive ends.
As mentioned, he’s posting poor expected goal contributions at both
ends.
Here’s the good news.

Sportsnet.ca / Projecting Team Canada’s 2022 Olympic men’s hockey
roster

Chris Johnston
February 19, 2021, 11:39 AM

A year from now the Olympic gold medals will be on the line in Beijing.
Assuming a deal is worked out to send NHL players back to the Games,
the next men’s best-on-best tournament will arrive before we know it.
It won’t sneak up on Doug Armstrong’s Team Canada management
group, which has had a steady dialogue dating back to the summer. They
are already scrutinizing players and zeroing in on those battling for the
depth roles on this team -- most of whom would be counted on as core
contributors for any other country.
Armstrong is expecting a massive amount of turnover from Canada’s
2014 Sochi gold-medal team, the last to feature NHLers. And as a
veteran of several international events he understands that his Olympic
selections will be closely scrutinized and debated.
“I’d like to welcome aboard and thank all of our special advisors -- the 37
million Canadians out there that will have an input on this team,”
Armstrong said last month. “I can't guarantee victory, but I can guarantee
this [management] group will work tirelessly to put a team on the ice you
can be proud of.”
By virtue of owning a Canadian passport, it only seemed right for me to
toss in my two cents. This is the first iteration of CJ’s projected 2022
Team Canada, with more versions to come in the months ahead.
(Remember that teams dress 13 forwards, seven defencemen and two
goalies for international tournaments, with an extra player carried at each
position)
FORWARDS
Nathan MacKinnon-Connor McDavid-Mitch Marner
Brad Marchand-Sidney Crosby-Patrice Bergeron
Jonathan Huberdeau-Brayden Point-Mark Stone
John Tavares-Sean Couturier-Steven Stamkos
Mark Scheifele
Extra: Mathew Barzal

What I see in frame one is a pattern you can find in other stars finding
their way. Let’s use Jack Eichel as the example here. Watch his career
progression at both ends of the rink below. It’s wild how perfectly linear it
is -- the offensive expected goals contributions go up, the expected goals
against go down.

My rationale: There’s a long list of worthy candidates left at home here.
My apologies to Ryan O’Reilly, Taylor Hall, Bo Horvat, Tyler Seguin,
Logan Couture and Claude Giroux. You were all taken under close
consideration, but couldn’t knock out one of the players listed above.
Scheifele and Barzal are both appealing depth options in this tournament
because of their ability to move up the lineup, if needed.

Even then, in that first year, you could tell Eichel was a star in the
making. He just wasn’t ready to be a franchise-driving star that first year.

DEFENCEMEN

Which loops us back around to the conclusion about Stützle, and how the
Sens may have some great young talent right now, but we get blinded by
the exceptions and forget that most players take time.

Thomas Chabot-Cale Makar

Stützle’s electric, dynamic package has star written all over it. But that
star status is still just a blossom, and may take a little while yet to bear
fruit.
Sportsnet.ca LOADED: 02.20.2021
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Shea Theodore-Alex Pietrangelo

Morgan Rielly-Dougie Hamilton
Aaron Ekblad
Extra: Bowen Byram
My rationale: Avert your eyes, Drew Doughty. This will be another
projection to fuel your fire. I’m also moving on from fellow mainstays
Shea Weber and Duncan Keith, and leaving Samuel Girard, Brent Burns,
Colton Parayko, Josh Morrissey, Mark Giordano and Jake Muzzin on the
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outside looking in. In fact, Pietrangelo counts as the only holdover from
the 2014 Olympic team and 2016 World Cup team among this group.
Keep your eyes on the 19-year-old Byram, who still has time to make like
an early-career Doughty and grab a bigger role with this team.
GOALIES
Carey Price
Jordan Binnington
Extra: Mackenzie Blackwood
My rationale: Some may view the loyalty to Price in the No. 1 spot here
as misplaced, but his experience with handling this level of pressure
means something. The goaltending position is unique and can ultimately
mean the difference between gold, silver or bust. Plus you can always
turn to Binnington if Price struggles early, and the Stanley Cup on his
resume suggests he’d be up to the task. The toughest decision was
leaving Carter Hart off the roster. He and Blackwood represent the future
of Team Canada in best-on-best.
Sportsnet.ca LOADED: 02.20.2021
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Sportsnet.ca / NHL Rookie Notebook: Blackhawks' Suter, Kurashev
make rebuilding look easy

Emily Sadler
February 19, 2021, 5:29 PM

Every week throughout the 2020-21 season, we're highlighting a handful
of rookie performances and milestones from around the league.
Last week was all about shining a spotlight on rookie defenders. Now,
let’s take a look at the most productive first-year forwards so far.
Blackhawks' Suter, Kurashev make rebuilding look easy
Remember when the Chicago Blackhawks’ season was supposed to
be… painful? Officially embarking on a rebuild after watching their
window of contention close following an incredible run of Stanley Cups,
the club entered 2020-21 without a proven No. 1 netminder, young star
Kirby Dach, and veteran captain Jonathan Toews while throwing a
handful of rookies into the fray.
And yet, a month into the season, the 9-5-4 Blackhawks are looking like
a team very much in the mix, sitting second in the Central Division 18
games into the campaign. While their place in the standings is skewed by
COVID-cancellations (the Stars, Lightning, and Hurricanes are playing
catchup after missing time), they’re certainly exceeding expectations
regardless.
Perhaps just as surprising as Kevin Lankinen’s emergence in the crease
is Pius Suter’s jump from the Swiss National League to the Blackhawks’
top line. The 24-year-old undrafted forward attended the Ottawa
Senators’ training camp in 2017 but couldn’t earn a spot with the club,
and now three years later it looks like he’s found his perfect fit centring
Patrick Kane and Alex DeBrincat.
Suter’s six goals and 10 points through 18 games leads all league
rookies in both categories (he’s tied with Senators forward Josh Norris in
points). Three of those goals came in one game, which saw the Swiss
forward follow up his first career NHL goal with two more for his first
career hat trick in just his sixth career game.
Just one point behind his Blackhawks teammate is fellow rookie forward
Philipp Kurashev, who has tallied five goals and nine points through 17

games this year. His latest marker was a defence-splitting beauty a la
Mario Lemieux:
"He’s such a skilled player," Lankinen said of the 2018 fourth-rounder
(via NBC Sports' Charlie Roumeliotis). "You see that in practice pretty
much every day. He can dangle guys, he can shoot the puck, he can
make plays. I've known him a couple of years now, even last year in
Rockford, he showed his skill. It's just huge to see a young guy that can
jump into the National Hockey League and do those things in the best
league in the world, it's really impressive. He’s a really valuable player for
us now."
Senators' Norris, Stützle among Ottawa's bright spots
Compared to the rebuild happening in Chicago, Ottawa's overhaul has...
not been as much fun from a win-loss perspective.
But there are bright spots among the struggles, and one of those is Josh
Norris. Norris was part of the package that came over in the trade that
sent Erik Karlsson to San Jose, and his rise to becoming one of the
young team's best point producers has been faster than expected. With
three goals and 10 points, the 21-year-old is tied for the league rookie
scoring lead, and his sound defensive game is also earning him plenty of
praise.
Where he's really shone is on the Senators' power-play unit -- two goals
and five points with the man advantage have him leading all rookies
there.
Right behind Norris on Ottawa's points leaderboard is German power
forward (and Norris' roommate!) Tim Stützle, third overall pick last fall
and the club's most highly-anticipated prospect. The 19-year-old is
currently ranked second in goals and fifth in points (nine) among all NHL
rookie forwards and is already among the most entertaining NHLers to
watch.
Sportsnet's Justin Bourne did a deep dive into Stützle's rookie campaign
so far, and perfectly sums up Stützle with this:
His vision is unbelievable, the pop in his step is dynamic, and his
unpredictability is off the charts. He’s like watching a cat all hepped up on
the ‘nip, yet he’s composed enough to mix in little slips under sticks and
smart cuts to dangerous areas. I can’t imagine watching him and
wondering if he’s ever going to find “it” as an elite offensive player in the
league.
Wild's Kaprizov playing like a veteran
Minnesota Wild rookie Kirill Kaprizov entered the 2020-21 season with
some pretty high expectations, and the 23-year-old has lived up to just
about all of them. The Russian forward has several KHL seasons already
under his belt, making for a pretty seamless transition into the North
American game.
He's had Calder candidate written all over him from the start -- his threepoint NHL debut certainly helped -- and if Minnesota can regain ground in
the standings following an extended COVID-related absence, he'll be a
major reason why.
Hoglander among Canucks' best so far
The 2020-21 season has not been kind to the Vancouver Canucks, who
haven't been able to harness the same power they had during last
season's thrilling playoff run. But among the many negatives circulating
Rogers Arena is a bright spot named Nils Hoglander.
His trio of goals and nine points has him sitting fourth in NHL rookie
scoring, but more impressive than his point tallies is how he plays the
game.
Regardless of where your hockey allegiances lie, it's tough not to love the
2019 second-rounder. Known first for his flashy, lacrosse-style goals, his
actual game is built on sound defensive play, crafty takeaways, and
precise passes.
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“Hogs has been awesome,” Canucks captain Bo Horvat said (via Ben
Kuzma of The Province). “Not only does he make plays, he works hard.
And that’s the biggest thing. He takes care of his own end, too, and he’s
just all over the ice. He’s a bit of a water bug out there. He’s constantly
moving and getting in on the forecheck and he’s being rewarded for it."
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dangerous sniper in Matthews, who has a ridiculous 16 goals to show for
his 17 games.
But Thornton’s ability to win pucks back in transition and extend offensive
zone shifts with possession have factored into the success, too. Plus
there’s the legendary passing ability that’s already secured his eventual
spot in the Hockey Hall of Fame.
That line set the tone in the rubber match of a three-game set with
Ottawa that had been much tighter than the Leafs cared for through the
first two games.

Sportsnet.ca / Joe Thornton playing key role in Maple Leafs' success
since return

“I just thought they had a lot of motion, a lot of movement,” Keefe said.
“They were very much in sync in terms of how they supported one
another and how they moved the puck. And then of course just the
skillset that goes with all of those elements.”

Chris Johnston

Thornton’s three points bumped his season total to eight in his first eight
games with the Leafs. At 41 years and 231 days, he wiped away Carl
Brewer’s Jan. 7, 1980 record for the oldest Toronto player to have that
many points in a game (Brewer was 41 years, 78 days).

February 19, 2021, 12:46 AM

TORONTO -- If Joe Thornton was the second-oldest player in another
league, they wouldn’t have let him anywhere near the playing surface for
his third game in four nights after a month on the sidelines nursing a
fractured rib.
They’d have called it load management and deemed it a mandatory night
off.
But hockey’s culture hasn’t fully come around on a practice that’s
become standard operating procedure elsewhere and Thornton is above
all else a hockey player. So there he was Thursday, 24 hours after
playing a season-high 18:15, and wouldn’t you know it he was chiselling
another entry into the Toronto Maple Leafs' record book.
Thornton became the oldest player in franchise history to register a
three-point night during a 7-3 victory over the Ottawa Senators and he
needed only the first period to do it. His inspired run alongside Auston
Matthews and Mitchell Marner continued with a goal and two assists
before the intermission, bumping the Leafs ‘smiles per 60’ rate in the
process.
“It’s a blast,” Matthews said of playing with Thornton. “He’s a buzzsaw,
he never stops.”
Thornton has an enviable seat to watch two of the game’s most
electrifying players, but he’s been no passenger. His movement is more
economical than what you get from Marner and Matthews, tightly fixed to
the area around the net in the offensive end, and it’s allowing the Leafs to
put opponents in the blender.
There was skepticism, if not outright derision, when head coach Sheldon
Keefe announced on the first day of training camp that Thornton would
be getting top-line reps in Toronto.
Go back and dig up the takes: They ranged from “this will only be
temporary” to “this is just a distraction,” without much along the lines of
“this should work wonderfully” mixed in.
Except here we are more than five weeks into the season and the Leafs
top the NHL with a 13-3-2 record. Were Keefe inclined, he could have
easily bumped Thornton down the lineup while easing him in after a 10game absence but instead he went back to the original plan -- seeing him
contribute to eight Toronto goals in nine periods against the Senators this
week.
“It’s just easy to play with him,” Matthews said. “As we play more and
more games and practice and get more touches with each other, the
chemistry seems to get better. We just want to keep that going.”
They are generating 65 per cent of the expected goals while playing
together and 88 per cent of the actual ones that have gone in the net
across 85 minutes. It obviously helps to be skating with Marner, the
NHL’s third-leading scorer with 27 points, not to mention its most

“It’s unbelievable, both what he brings in the locker-room and on the ice
is huge for us,” said teammate William Nylander. “A lot to learn from the
guy. He’s performing every night.”
Thornton could prove to be big value for a cap team this season while
playing on a league-minimum $700,000 contract. Of most importance to
the Leafs in the near term is how much jump he had following the painful
rib injury, and how well he navigated the busy schedule upon his return.
It was clear Keefe didn’t feel the need to keep him on a pitch count. He
saw 39 total shifts in the Wednesday and Thursday games.
“I felt fine,” Thornton said. “I think it’s good for me to get a bunch of
games in a row like this and just kind of get my timing back. I like rolling
every other night and playing lots of games so I think it’s actually going to
help me.”
Hockey players are a different breed and they don’t make too many like
Thornton.
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TSN.CA / Friday Five: Lafreniere struggling through slow start

By Frank Seravalli

If you live in Canada, you might think the North Division is the National
Hockey League this season.
Your belief would be reinforced with a look at the statistical leaderboards.
It’s been all Canada, all the time.
Let’s shed a little light on the Lower 24 with the return of the Friday Five,
giving thought to quips, questions and quotes that pop up around the
league.
1. Lafreniere’s Slow Start.
To say it’s been a tough go for Alexis Lafreniere in Rangerstown would
be an understatement. With one goal and no assists in 15 games,
Lafreniere is off to the worst start for a No. 1 overall pick since Patrik
Stefan in the 1999-2000 season – and one of the worst of all time. Even
then, Stefan had three goals and seven points in his first 15 games. Nail
Yakupov, the No. 1 pick in 2012, also made his debut in a shortened
season and finished with 17 goals and 31 points in 48 games. Yakupov
had five goals and nine points by this point. Remember, Lafreniere, the
2020 Canadian World Junior hero, was expected to potentially have a
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60-point impact as a rookie. The Rangers have struggled, and some
have wondered about Lafreniere’s speed and stamina contributing to his
skid, but confidence has to be a factor at this point.

Charlie Dammeyer likes to open his final pre-production meetings for the
NHL Winter Classic by asking the room something like, “Hey, has
anybody done a hockey game at Citi Field before?”

2. Is this the year the Calder goes to a goalie?

This year's huddle will likely be a little different.

The door is wide open for Chicago’s Kevin Lankinen and Washington’s
Vitek Vanecek this season. Steve Mason was the last netminder to win
Rookie of the Year, back in 2008-09 with the Columbus Blue Jackets.
Lankinen, 25, has been nothing short of a revelation for the Hawks with a
.931 save percentage in 12 starts, seizing hold of the No. 1 job while
putting his name in the mix for Finland’s Olympic team. Vanecek, also
25, has admirably spelled the Caps in the absence of one of last
season’s rookies in Ilya Samsonov while he was on the COVID-19 list.
Vanecek is 7-3-2 with a .909 save percentage. Also, if the Rangers turn it
around, don’t sleep on Igor Shesterkin, who has still managed a .918
save percentage despite a 3-5-1 record.

“It’s very rare that you get the chance to do something first,” said
Dammeyer, who will direct the Avalanche-Golden Knights game on
Saturday and Bruins-Flyers game on Sunday from the 18th hole of the
Edgewood Tahoe Resort in Stateline, Nevada. “But you’ve got to do it
well.”

3. Penguins goalie woes.
It’s hard to think of a more qualified man to fix what ails the Pittsburgh
Penguins than newly hired GM Ron Hextall. The Pens rank 30th out of
31 teams in save percentage with a ghastly .881 mark. The league
average this season is .903. Just playing at league average this season,
or even slightly below it at .900, would have resulted in nine fewer goals
to this point and pushed Pittsburgh’s goal different from minus-3 to plus6. That is probably the difference between making and missing the
playoffs in the razor-thin East Division, another reason why goaltending
is Hextall’s first priority. There doesn’t appear to be an avenue open to
pry Pittsburgh native John Gibson out of Anaheim. But would Darcy
Kuemper fit the bill from Arizona?
4. Panthers’ start: Trick or Treat?
It’s not Halloween, but that’s usually the time of year we’re asking
ourselves these questions about a hot start to the season. Frankly
speaking: It feels like Florida’s 10-2-2 run is a steamy mirage in the
Everglades. Jonathan Huberdeau and Sasha Barkov have proven they
can produce above a point-per-game pace. Patric Hornqvist and Carter
Verhaeghe? Not so much. Chris Driedger has played out of his mind with
a .924 save percentage. Florida’s power play has clicked with Keith
Yandle, who was effectively booted from the team in training camp. Plus,
there are some schedule effects. They have faced backups Curtis
McElhinney and Alex Nedeljkovic in back-to-back games, haven’t faced
the Dallas Stars yet, or felt the wrath of their now truly condensed
schedule. We shall see.
5. Schedule effects.
The NHL is running out of runway with a team like the Stars, who had
four games postponed this week due to the winter weather emergency in
Texas. They were already scheduled to play at late as May 10, though
the regular season was scheduled to conclude on May 8 and the Stanley
Cup playoffs are to begin on May 11. The Stars now have 44 games to
play over the final 80 days. It’s even more than that (45 games) for the
COVID-stricken New Jersey Devils. The virus continues to wreak havoc
on schedules, standings, stats, and the effects are far-reaching, including
how we might vote and consider award winners, and even who might
make/miss the playoffs if uneven schedules are played. It’s been a wild
ride.
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NBC has the advantage of broadcasting the American Century Celebrity
Championship at Edgewood every summer, but hockey presents a
different challenge.
Dammeyer has directed Stanley Cup Final games and nine outdoor
contests for NBC in the past. This assignment, though, is “about as
unique as it gets.”
“It’s a technical challenge, that’s one,” he said. “However, it’s a great
opportunity for us. There’s no fans and that stinks. We miss the fans 100
percent. But it’s a challenge for us that this is the way people consume
this now. If you’re a fan tuning in, the only way to consume this game is
to watch it on television.”
During a normal regular-season game, there are limitations of what
Dammeyer can show inside the arena while the action is stopped. At
Lake Tahoe, those possibilities are more enticing.
“I do think there will be a lot of ‘wow’ moments,” NHL chief content officer
Steve Mayer told USA TODAY Sports. “Just the environment, it’s up to
us to make (the shots) multiple, so that it’s not just a one-trick pony. It’s
not like you tune in and you go, ‘OK, I saw it, I’m leaving.’ That you
continually wow people with the way the game is covered and how sharp
it looks.”
It will be the first time an NBC hockey broadcast will use live drones
(two). One can top 60 mph and deliver shots from a foot off the lake and
then zip through the trees. The other is larger and more cinematic, with
stabilizing lenses that can sail over the trees and provide unique angles.
On the ground, Dammeyer will have 35 cameras – about half manned –
at his disposal.
Making his outdoor hockey broadcasting debut, Mike Tirico will serve as
the play-by-play announcer for both games alongside analyst Eddie
Olczyk, who will be rinkside. Brian Boucher is the “inside-the-glass”
analyst.
Most of the approximately 75-person production team will make the trip,
with the others working from NBC headquarters in Stamford,
Connecticut, or from home. Additional broadcast trucks were brought in
to allow for social distancing on the ground.
NBC will air the natural sound from the game with no artificial crowd
noise. Microphones will be placed around the rink as they would during
an indoor game.
Dammeyer said he is rooting for plenty of stoppages this weekend to give
him chances to show nature, instead of resorting to three replays. More
aesthetic options may present themselves: a remote campfire, a soaring
bird, snow-covered treetops and mountains.
“Something that’s very unique about the place that we are,” Dammeyer
said. “And, ‘Oh, by the way, we’ll come back and play some hockey.’”
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USA TODAY / NBC's Lake Tahoe broadcast experience of outdoor NHL
games will be as 'unique as it gets'
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